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ABSTRACT

USE OF A TWO-ACTION PARADIGM APPARATUS WITH CAPTIVE LEMURS:
INSIGHTS INTO SOCIAL LEARNING
by
Carly Batist
April 2018

Lemurs have been understudied in cognitive research despite possessing a unique
phylogenetic position as the lineage linking primates to other mammals. I used a twoaction paradigm apparatus to test social learning abilities in seven lemur species at the
Duke Lemur Center. There were three groups: push (had model previously taught to
push), pull (had model previously taught to pull), and control (no model). I conducted
experimental trials to determine if lemurs in push/pull groups learned faster and more
efficiently from the model than lemurs in control groups who lacked a model to observe.
I found evidence of social facilitation in that lemurs in control groups had longer
latencies to touch the apparatus than push/pull groups. I found evidence of observational
learning in that the more successes an individual observed, the better its own proficiency
rate was. The most watched lemurs were those with the highest proficiency rates,
suggesting they were using a success bias. There were species differences in proficiency
rate, latency to success, latency to touch the apparatus, and number of successes
observed. These species differences are likely reflections of the different socioecological
niches occupied by each of the species tested.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The past 50 years of anthropological research have provided systematic evidence
that most cognitive traits previously thought to be uniquely human, such as social
learning, culture, and theory of mind, are also found in non-human primates (hereafter,
primate). However, more research is now required to understand the cause of these
shared traits across taxa. Studies of cognitive and cultural abilities in primates provide
critical context to help us understand the evolution of these traits in the human lineage. I
begin by providing an overview of primate tool use, as early observations of these
behaviors pioneered the development of primate cognition as a research field. I then
discuss tool use behaviors through a cultural lens and provide an overview of primate
culture and non-tool-based traditions. As social learning is a critical component of
culture, I then discuss what we know about primate social learning and other sociocognitive abilities. I conclude by providing an in-depth summary of lemur cognition
studies to provide context for the methods and theory I used to create this thesis project.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Tool Use
General.
After Jane Goodall witnessed chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) using sticks to
“fish” for termites in the 1960s, Louis Leakey infamously stated, “Now we must redefine
tool, redefine man, or accept chimpanzees as humans” (McGrew, 2010, p. 579).
Goodall’s observation was the first time non-human animals had been observed making
and modifying tools for a specific purpose (Goodall, 1986). Following this, scientists
were eager to re-define tool use (van Lawick-Goodall, 1971; Beck, 1975; Parker &
Gibson, 1977). However, it is Beck’s (1980) definition that served as the standard for
decades. He defines tool use as “the external employment of an unattached environmental
object to alter more efficiently the form, position, or condition of another object, another
organism, or the user itself when the user holds or carries the tool during or just prior to
use and is responsible for the proper and effective orientation of the tool” (Beck, 1980, p.
10). He breaks up tool use into six categories: dislodging objects (e.g., intimidation of
rivals or predators), defensive tool use (e.g., hitting of predators), hunting weapons (e.g.,
spear hunting), social displays (e.g., chimpanzee leaf clipping), self-care (e.g., leafwiping), and feeding tools (e.g., chimpanzee termite fishing).
Where tool use becomes contentious is with regard to the “detachment”
requirement. Behaviors such as nut cracking (when not using an anvil) and sweet potato
washing use fixed entities (water, the ground) as tools to achieve certain goals, but
because they are not detachable, scientists argue whether this can still be considered true
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tool use. A more recent definition proposed by St Amant and Horton (2008) adapts the
definition to better fit new animal tool use behaviors observed in the past two decades.
They define tool use as “the exertion of control over a freely manipulable external object
(the tool) with the goal of 1) altering the physical properties of another object, substance,
surface or medium (the target, which may be the tool user or another organism) via a
dynamic mechanical interaction, or 2) mediating the flow of information between the tool
user and the environment or other organisms in the environment” (St Amant & Horton,
2008, p. 5). Tool use has been observed in multiple taxa including dolphins (Tursiops
spp.), sea otters (Enhydra lutris), New Caledonian crows (Corvus moneduloides),
Egyptian vultures (Neophron percnopterus), several wrasse species (Labridae spp.),
archerfish (Toxotes spp.), crabs (Majidae spp.), veined octopus (Amphioctopus
marginatus), jays (Aphelocoma spp.) and some ant species (St Amant & Horton, 2008;
Bentley-Condit & Smith, 2009; Brown, 2012; McGrew, 2013; Mann & Peterson, 2013).
Primate tool use has been observed across multiple species and contexts, but
chimpanzees and tufted capuchins (Sapajus and Cebus spp.) represent the majority of
tool use observed in primates.
Monkeys.
Capuchins (Sapajus and Cebus spp.) have been observed throwing rocks at
coatimundis (Nasua spp.), cracking oysters and nuts with rocks and using sticks to dig for
insects (Parker & Gibson, 1977; Fragaszy, Izar, Visalberghi, Ottoni, & de Oliveira, 2004;
Ottoni & Izar, 2008; Ottoni, 2015). There are marked inter-group differences in the
number of individuals who display these complex behaviors and the frequency with
which they exhibit them (Ottoni & Izar, 2008). Only some groups habitually crack nuts,
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whereas other groups never exhibit this behavior (despite having relatively similar
ecological conditions). Within the groups that exhibit nut cracking, almost all mature
individuals participate. Juveniles watch adults closely and practice with leftover tools and
nut scraps. Adults are tolerant of this close observation, and scrounging is allowed.
Tufted capuchins are also able to walk bipedally, which frees the hands to transport tools
if necessary.
Capuchins are not the only monkey that exhibits tool use behaviors. Japanese
macaques (Macaca fuscata) have been observed making “snowballs” (tool use for play)
and washing sweet potatoes (Kawamura, 1959; Parker & Gibson, 1977). Long-tailed
macaques (M. fasicularis) have been observed “stone-handling,” which is a form of
solitary object play (Leca, Gunst, & Huffman, 2007; Leca, Gunst, & Huffman, 2008), as
well as using stones to crack open shellfish (Gumert, Kluck, & Malaivijitnond, 2009),
and leaves to clean themselves (Pal, Kumara, Mishra, Velankar, & Singh, 2017). Tool
use can also be induced experimentally to determine if individuals have the cognitive
ability to engage in this behavior if they do not spontaneously do so. Captive marmosets
(Callithrix jacchus) were successfully trained to manipulate a rake-shaped tool, but the
marmosets needed up to a thousand more trials than did macaques (Yamazaki, Echigo,
Saiki, Inada, Watanabe, & Iriki, 2011). However, this does show that marmosets at the
very least possess the cognitive ability to use tools.
Apes.
Chimpanzees arguably show the most complex tool use in the animal kingdom.
They have been observed termite fishing (Suzuki, Kuroda, & Nishihara, 1995; Sanz, Call,
& Morgan, 2009), ant dipping (Humle & Matsuzawa, 2002; Humle, Snowdon, &
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Matsuzawa, 2009; Hashimoto, Isaji, Koops, & Furuichi, 2015), leaf sponging (using
leaves to soak up water) (Gruber, Clay, & Zuberbühler, 2010), extracting honey from bee
hives, using leaves for self-care (leaf-wiping) and in social interactions (leaf clipping,
grooming hand-clasp) (McGrew, Marchant, Scott, & Tutin, 2001; Nakamura & Uehara,
2004; Matsumoto-Oda & Tomonaga, 2005). Chimpanzees use different tools in that they
use different types of tools in different contexts and to reach different rewards, which
means they understand causal relationships between different external objects (Osvath &
Osvath, 2008; Boesch, 2013). Chimpanzees use simple, combined, and sequential tools,
and use tools to reach non-visible food resources (raiding ground bee nests). Female
chimpanzees use tools more frequently and exhibit a wider diversity of tool use behaviors
than do males (Gruber et al., 2010). Interestingly, this female-bias in tool use
performance is also seen in bonobos (Pan paniscus) and bottlenose dolphins (Rendell &
Whitehead, 2001; Gruber et al., 2010).
Orangutans (Pongo spp.), despite being more solitary than chimpanzees, also
display a wide range of tool use behaviors (Galdikas, 1989; van Schaik, Deaner, &
Merrill, 1999; Russon, Handayani, Kuncoro, & Ferisa, 2007; Russon, Kuncoro, & Ferisa,
2015). Orangutans use stick tools to extract the nutritious seeds from Neesia fruits.
Neesia fruits have external stinging hairs that orangutans avoid by holding a stick in their
mouth, sticking it inside cracks in the fruit, and dislodging the seeds (van Schaik &
Knott, 2001). Orangutans have also been observed using sticks to extract insects or honey
from tree holes (Fox, Sitompul, & van Schaik,1999). These tool use behaviors show
marked inter-site differences in form and function, thereby prompting further study of
these behaviors as candidates for cultural traditions (this is discussed in the following
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section). Russon et al. (2015) make a case for classifying orangutans’ usage of arboreal
positional support as tool use (e.g., connecting discontinuous forest structures, using
multiple arboreal supports, etc. through the use of various tree structures). Orangutans are
flexible and creative when improvising in unexpected arboreal situations, which should
favor the evolution of innovation (Russon et al., 2015). Recently, orangutans have been
observed exploiting the anti-inflammatory agents in Dracena cantleyi by applying leaf
“poultices” to specific body parts (Morrogh-Bernard et al., 2017). Chemical analysis
shows that the leaves have an inhibitory effect on inflammatory cytokine production, and
interestingly, local indigenous groups also use this plant for pain relief (MorroghBernard, 2008; Morrogh-Bernard, Foitová, Yeen, Wilkin, Martin, Rárová, et al., 2017).
Whether these leaves can be considered a tool depends on the definition used, but it does
show the use of an external item to seemingly achieve a goal (pain relief).
Gorillas (Gorilla spp.) and bonobos remain an enigma when trying to explain the
evolution of tool use because wild groups do not readily use tools. Observations of gorilla
tool use are typically rare and singular events, such as a gorilla once using a stick to test
the depth of water in a pond (Breuer Ndoundou-Hockemba, & Fishlock, 2005). Gorilla
and chimpanzee tool use was directly compared by Lonsdorf et al. (2009) using an
artificial termite mound, and they found that chimpanzees were successful more than
gorillas. Tool use in bonobos is often observed in captive groups, but this captivity effect
may simply reflect the increased free time and tool-based enrichment that is common in
captive primates. In captivity, chimpanzees and bonobos do not differ in their overall
diversity of tool use behaviors (the difference was only six behaviors out of fifty-two),
but chimpanzees use tools more in food acquisition whereas bonobos use tools more for
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personal care and in social contexts (Gruber et al., 2010). Most play-related tool use in
bonobos occurs during solitary play, and all age and sex classes use tools for play
(Gruber et al., 2010). Wild bonobos show lower rates of tool use than wild chimpanzees,
but this may reflect a sampling bias in that there are relatively few bonobo field sites
compared to chimpanzee sites (Gruber et al., 2010). Debate ensues about whether the
lack of a behavior is due to a lack of cognitive ability to perform it or lack of need to
perform it. The most pertinent explanation for understanding bonobo and gorilla tool use
(or the lack thereof) is that their food sources do not require tools. This theory is also
used to explain the low rate of tool use in some chimpanzee groups (such as the Sonso
group in Budongo National Park) (Gruber et al., 2010). It is important to keep in mind
that just because we do not personally observe certain complex behaviors in a species
does not mean that the behaviors are not within the species’ repertoire or that the species
does not have the cognitive ability to perform them.
Conclusion.
Although tool use has been observed throughout the animal kingdom, most of
these observations are not universal or customary, meaning that only one or a few
individuals performed the action only once or a few times (van Schaik et al., 1999).
These behaviors are typically simple and do not require manufacturing or complex
manipulation (van Schaik et al., 1999). This is important to note when developing
theories for the evolution of tool use. At a minimum, tool use requires ecological
opportunities (such as the need for extractive foraging), motor control and dexterity,
mental capacity, and social tolerance (to allow transmission) (van Schaik et al., 1999).
There is a greater incidence of tool use in more sociable ape and monkey populations,
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which makes sense when considering that sociality is positively correlated with tool use
(van Schaik & Pradhan, 2003). Gregariousness and social tolerance may help overcome
cognitive short-comings to produce the similar tool use in monkeys that is seen in apes
(van Schaik & Pradhan, 2003). However, manipulation complexity correlates positively
with brain size, cognitive test performance, and terrestriality (Heldstab et al., 2016). In
terrestrial settings, hands are needed less for positional support and instead can be used
for dexterous manipulation (Heldstab, Kosonen, Koski, Burkart, van Schaik, & Isler,
2016). Further supporting this theory, the capuchin species that exhibits the most tool use
(Cebus apella) is also the most terrestrial (Ottoni & Izar, 2008). The greater the number
of different ecological niches experienced by a species, the greater number of different
solutions they will develop for a problem (Boesch, 2013).
The technical intelligence hypothesis states that the ability to invent novel
technical behaviors favored encephalization more than the ability to invent novel nontechnical behaviors (Navarrete, Reader, Street, Whalen, & Laland, 2016). Based on this,
the independent evolution of tools in apes, cercopithecines, and capuchins led to a larger
brain size (brain size is positively correlated with technical innovation) (van Schaik et al.,
1999; Navarrete et al., 2016). Innovation exhibits a stronger relationship with brain size
than non-technical innovation, further supporting the technical intelligence hypothesis
(Navarrete et al., 2016). However, sociality is also a predictor of technical intelligence,
and it may be that this type of intelligence was a byproduct of selection for the social
learning abilities required to learn skills that increased fitness (such as extractive
foraging) (van Schaik & Pradhan, 2003). For tool use to begin, there must be the capacity
for innovation, but for tool use to be maintained, there must be social learning for
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transmission of the behavior. There are inter-group differences in tool use across
primates, with different populations of the same species showing different tool use
repertoires. These population-specific behaviors are considered cultural because just as
various human groups show differences in food preference, dialect, and beliefs, various
primate groups show differences in tool use, grooming, and play. The following section
discusses primate tool use (and other) behaviors from a cultural perspective.
Culture
General.
Until recently, culture was considered a concept unique to humans, a word that
encompasses the language, beliefs, and values specific to different populations of people
around the world (Whiten, 2000). Research on the cultural capacities of primates began
only a few decades ago and was spurred on by the advent of group-specific tool use
behaviors observed customarily at some sites but completely absent at others. The
definition of culture in non-human animals has spurred debates that continue today.
Researchers were reluctant to apply culture to non-human animals because of the human
representation that term connotes. To overcome this dilemma, a new word, tradition, is
used when referring to inter-community behavioral differences in non-human animals.
Tradition is defined as “an enduring behavior pattern shared among members of a group
that depends to a measurable degree on social contributions to individual learning
resulting in shared practices among members of a group” (Fragaszy & Perry, 2003, p. 3),
in which social learning is defined as “learning that is influenced by observation of or
interaction with another animal (typically conspecific) or its products” (Heyes, 1994, p.
207). These observations were then transformed into scientific descriptions of the
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behavioral traditions of species and their variation (Wrangham, 1996; Boesch &
Boesch-Achermann, 2000; McGrew, 2007). Traditions are also seen in cetaceans
(Cetacea spp.) (Rendell and Whitehead, 2001) and corvids (Corvidae spp.) (Chappell &
Kacelnik, 2002; Holzhaider, Hunt, & Gray, 2010).
The development of the group contrasts method and other field methods has
allowed researchers to assemble population-specific behavioral tradition repertoires,
indicating that many species have multiple-tradition cultures. The group contrasts
(exclusion) method was developed to determine candidate traditions (behaviors that were
thought to be traditions). Proponents of this method propose that if ecological and genetic
possibilities for the variation and transmission of a candidate behavior can be rationally
excluded, then social learning remains as the primary influence. This “process of
elimination” approach has come under scrutiny because genetic and ecological factors
oftentimes cannot be completely ruled out, especially when studying wild animal
populations. The group contrasts method also excludes universal behaviors as candidate
traditions, although these behaviors may differ between troops in their frequency and/or
form. However, this method is still the primary technique for determining traditions in
wild populations and has led to an astounding diversity of culture in primates.
Apes.
Although there are many multiple-tradition primate species, most primatologists
agree that chimpanzees have the most complex behavioral tradition repertoire of the
primate order. Their behavioral traditions include, but are not limited to, social behaviors
such as greetings, grooming and reconciliation behaviors, tool use behaviors such as
spear hunting, nut cracking (Boesch, Marchesi, Marchesi, Fruth, & Joulian, 1994; Biro,
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Sousa, and Matsuzawa, 2006), termite fishing (Suzuki et al., 1995; Bermejo & Illera,
1999), ant dipping (Humle & Matsuzawa, 2002; Humle et al., 2009) and leaf sponging
(Gruber et al., 2010), as well as play behaviors such as self-tickle (Goodall, 1986) and
rain dance (Whiten, Goodall, McGrew, Nishida, Reynolds, Sugiyama, et al., 1999).
Whiten et al. (1999) showed the presence of thirty-nine chimpanzee traditions, including
tool use, grooming, and courtship behaviors that were customary or habitual in one
community and absent in others (and where ecological explanations could be discounted).
At Bossou (Guinea, West Africa), chimpanzees use sticks of various lengths to
catch ants on trails and at their nests so that they do not risk getting their hands stung
(Humle & Matsuzawa, 2002). The authors found that different stick lengths were used for
different species: chimpanzees used longer sticks to catch ant species that were more
poisonous and shorter sticks for less poisonous species (Humle & Matsuzawa, 2002).
However, not all behavioral variation in ant dipping was explained by these different
tools; some groups had variations of ant dipping but the same distributions of ant species,
showing that availability of the tool did not determine its use (Humle & Matsuzawa,
2002). Many other chimpanzee tool use behaviors such as leaf sponging and nut
cracking, do not appear to have obvious ecological explanations because the frequency
and distribution of the tool products are similar across different communities.
Chimpanzees at sites with more widely available ant populations and greater amounts of
nuts showed higher rates of ant dipping and nut cracking, respectively, indicating a
greater opportunity for the chimps to encounter the ants and nuts (Koops, McGrew, &
Matsuzawa, 2013).
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There are two main hypotheses about why traditions arise: the necessity
hypothesis, which posits that traditions arise because they are necessary for the animal to
get enough food, and the opportunity hypothesis, which posits that traditions arise when
the tools and environment are conducive (Koops, Visalberghi, & van Schaik 2014). The
necessity hypothesis was challenged as ant dipping and nut cracking did not increase in
times of food scarcity, providing evidence for the opportunity hypothesis. The
opportunity hypothesis has also been supported in orangutans (Fox, van Schaik,
Sitompul, & Wright, 2004) and capuchins (Spagnoletti, Visalberghi, Verderane, Ottoni,
Izar, & Fragaszy, 2012); the prevalence of tool use behaviors appears to arise out of
opportunity rather than necessity.
Comparatively, chimpanzees’ sister taxon, bonobos, demonstrate slower
development, a greater propensity for play, tolerance, and reduced aggression (Roffman,
Savage-Rumbaugh, Rubert-Pugh, Stadler, Ronen, & Nevo, 2015). Whereas chimpanzees
excel in tool-assisted tasks, bonobos excel at social skills (Roffman et al., 2015). Tool use
has been documented in captive bonobos despite their lack of tool use in the wild;
however, this difference may be due to limited field studies overall (Roffman et al.,
2015). To investigate the level of tool use complexity bonobos can achieve, Roffman et
al. (2015) studied whether bonobos could use tool sets to extract food in three contexts
(digging, bone breaking, and capsule breaking) and found they successfully used tools to
solve the tasks; some individuals even used sequential-action tool sets and made spears.
Hohmann and Fruth (2003) studied inter- and intra-species behavioral variations of
chimpanzees and bonobos and found that of the 65 behaviors listed as cultural traditions
for chimpanzees, 14 (primarily communicative behaviors) have equivalents in bonobos.
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Within-species comparisons indicate that bonobo populations show large behavioral
variation in mammal hunting, branch dragging, buttress drumming, rain hat materials,
and wading locomotion (Hohmann & Fruth, 2003).
Evidence of cultural traditions in orangutans was presented soon after the
discovery of chimpanzee multiple-tradition culture. Van Schaik et al. (2003) used Whiten
et al.’s (1999) approach to identify candidate cultural traditions in orangutans and found
twenty-four behavioral traditions. The authors found a correlation between geographic
distance and cultural difference as well as a correlation between the abundance of social
learning opportunities and the size of the local cultural repertoire (van Schaik et al.,
2003). In addition to tool use behaviors such as those used with Neesia, many nestbuilding behaviors are also classified as traditions (van Schaik, Ancrenaz, Borgen,
Galdikas, Knott, Singleton, et al., 2003; Russon et al., 2007). Van Schaik and Knott
(2001) tested for ecological and genetic reasons for differences in tool use with Neesia
but found that neither were sufficient to explain cross-site differences in the behavior.
Further studies have confirmed that genetic and environmental variation do not
accurately predict behavioral variation in orangutans (van Schaik et al., 1999; Krützen,
Willems, & van Schaik, 2011). Orangutans at Suaq Balimbing (Sumatra) live at a higher
density and are more socially tolerant than those at Gunung Palung (Borneo), which may
create more opportunities for social learning and explain the higher rate of Neesia tool
use at Suaq Balimbing (van Schaik & Knott, 2001).
Monkeys.
There is also evidence of cultural traditions in multiple Old and New World
monkey species. When Kinji Imanishi and his students observed sweet potato washing in
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a female Japanese macaque named Imo on Koshima Island, they were surprised by the
spontaneous innovation (Kawamura, 1959). As the potato-washing began spreading to
other individuals in Imo’s troop, these researchers realized that something more was
occurring: the monkeys were learning a novel task from each other (Kawamura, 1959).
Imanishi referred to this as “proto-culture” or “sub-culture” because other Japanese
macaque troops did not show this behavior, indicating that potato-washing was an interpopulation difference (Kawamura, 1959). Inter-site differences in long-tailed and
Japanese macaque stone handling, dental flossing and oyster/nut cracking also point to
candidate traditions in Macaca across ecological, social, and self-care contexts (Leca et
al., 2007; Leca et al., 2008; Gumert et al., 2009; Koops et al., 2014; Leca, Gunst,
Pelletier, Vasey, Nahallage, Watanabe, et al., 2016).
Tufted capuchins (C. apella) display multiple behavioral traditions, but their
repertoire is biased towards tool use behaviors, specifically nut cracking (Fragaszy, 2011;
Ottoni, 2015). These traditions are observed more in savanna capuchins, and it has been
hypothesized that the selective force behind the evolution of robust capuchins was nut
cracking (Ottoni, 2015). White-faced capuchins (Cebus capucinus) provide one of the
best examples of social behavioral traditions in monkeys (see Perry, Baker, Fedigan,
GosLouis, Jack, MacKinnon, et al., 2003). Observations of “games,” which include
finger-in-mouth, handsniffing, and toy games, all began spontaneously with key
individuals and spread throughout the troop, but age classes and sexes of individuals who
played the games differed between communities (Perry et al., 2003). Capuchins also
seem to share the behaviors used by their social partners (Perry, 2011). However, there
are mixed conclusions for other Cebus species; for example, white-fronted capuchins (C.
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albifrons) do not show social learning when presented with novel foraging tasks
(Matthews, 2009).
Santorelli, Schaffner, & Aureli (2011) also used the group contrasts method
(Whiten et al., 1999) to identify candidate cultural traditions in black-handed spider
monkeys (Ateles geoffroyi). The authors identified 22 traditions and found that traditions
were biased to social behaviors rather than food-processing behaviors, as is the case with
chimpanzees (Santorelli et al., 2011; Santorelli, Schaffner, Campbell, Notman, Pavelka,
Weghorst, et al., 2011). However, research on social learning, culture, and cognition in
other atelin species such as howler monkeys, muriquis, woolly monkeys, and other spider
monkey species (A. paniscus, A. belzebuth, A. hybridus) is lacking, so it is difficult to
make conclusions about this taxon.
Another integral study examining social behaviors as traditions is presented in
Robert Sapolsky’s (2006b) study of a group of Anubis baboons (Papio anubis) where
most high-ranking males died off suddenly, leaving the sex ratio at 2 females:1 male.
Following this event, stress hormones in the remaining females and males decreased,
proximity scores increased, and immigrating males received less aggression from native
males (Sapolsky, 2006b). This new social milieu (species-typical behaviors at atypical
rates) lasted multiple generations and was transmitted to immigrating males who then
adopted it (Sapolsky, 2006a). Social traditions can also be experimentally induced.
Watson et al. (2014) played back conspecific affiliative vocalizations to a group of
common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) and compared their behaviors to a group without
playback. The playback group spent more time in affiliative behaviors post-playback,
which the authors hypothesized was due to a self-reinforcing positive feedback loop (i.e.,
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the simple act of engaging in affiliative behaviors caused the marmosets to want to
engage in more affiliative behaviors) (Watson, Buchanan-Smith, & Caldwell, 2014). This
shift to a more affiliative cultural style did not persist after the playbacks stopped, but
temporarily generated atypical rates of species-typical behaviors (Watson et al., 2014).
Conclusion.
Despite these accounts of traditions and cultural intelligence, researchers still
separate human culture from primate traditions because of cumulative culture: the
accumulation of behavior/task modifications over time resulting in improved efficiency
in future generations (Sapolsky, 2006a; Tennie, Call, & Tomasello, 2009; Claidière,
Smith, Kirby, & Fagot, 2014; Dean, Vale, Laland, Flynn, & Kendal, 2014). However,
recent studies have shown preliminary evidence that primates may also show cumulative
culture. Yamamoto, Humle, and Tanaka (2013) presented evidence of cumulative culture
in chimpanzees when individuals were given a foraging task that had two solution
methods: dipping (inefficient) and straw-sucking (efficient). Chimpanzees who began
with dipping switched to straw-sucking after observing a conspecific demonstrate the
latter method, thus indicating that the chimpanzees could understand the differential
effectiveness of the two methods (Yamamoto et al., 2013). Leca et al. (2016) notes that
stone handling in Japanese macaques, a solitary object-play tradition, has shown an
increase in diversity and complexity of handling patterns over time. However, Dean et al.
(2014) argues that traditions thought to provide evidence for cumulative culture (e.g.,
social games in white-faced capuchins, nut-cracking in chimpanzees, stone handling in
macaques) remain contentious and require further investigation and evidence. Much of
the primate cumulative culture literature has looked at different behavioral modifications
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to solutions, but cumulative culture is also defined by improved efficiency in future
generations. Longitudinal studies will therefore be integral to determining if the
aforementioned primate behaviors are improved over generations to truly determine
whether primates have the propensity for cumulative culture.
Behavioral traditions are maintained in and transmitted through primate groups by
various social learning mechanisms and strategies. Social learning is an fundamental
aspect of culture and other complex cognitive processes; therefore, the cognitive
complexity required for social learning should underlie culture and complex social
systems. As such, the next section discusses these mechanisms and strategies as well as
social learning methodology to provide context in which to think about the underpinnings
of complex primate behaviors.
Social Learning
General.
Social learning, because it underlies so many complex sociocognitive abilities, is
integral in studying the evolution of such abilities within and between primate taxa.
Within the Primates, social learning is correlated with brain size, the presence of stable
groups with overlapping generations, long infant dependency, cooperative breeding, and
the extent of social tolerance (van Schaik & Burkart, 2011). Reviewing the published
literature, Reader, Hager, and Laland (2011) compared the observed frequencies of four
measures (tool use, social learning, innovation, and extractive foraging) and conducted a
principal component analysis (PCA) that showed multiple convergent evolutionary
events favoring high intelligence across different lineages (Cebus, Macaca, Papio, and
apes) (Reader et al., 2011). The data also suggest that social, technical, and ecological
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abilities co-evolved from a primate-wide general intelligence that was the probable driver
of brain evolution (Reader et al., 2011). The four measures of culture are part of
correlated cognitive traits that suggest cultural intelligence is a co-evolving subset of
general intelligence (Reader et al., 2011). Debate ensues over the evolution of
intelligence and culture, and further studies are necessary to provide more definitive
answers.
Social learning mechanisms.
As more effective experimental methodologies and statistical analyses have
emerged, researchers can look beyond the proximate functionality and form of traditions
to the underlying developmental and cognitive processes. Because cultural transmission
is by definition rooted in social learning, many researchers have examined the
mechanisms behind and strategies for social learning. Hoppitt and Laland (2013) list
twelve different social learning mechanisms, but they are overlapping and not necessarily
hierarchical categories. Below is a non-exhaustive explanation of these different social
learning mechanisms. Stimulus enhancement occurs when a demonstrator sensitizes an
observer to a stimulus, whereas local enhancement occurs when an observer is more
likely to interact with objects at a location after seeing a demonstrator there (Hoppitt &
Laland, 2013). Social facilitation occurs when the presence of a demonstrator affects
observer behavior, and response facilitation occurs when a demonstrator performing an
act resulting in a reward increases the probability of an observer performing that act
(Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). Observational R-S learning occurs when a demonstrator
exposes an observer to a relationship between a response and a reinforcement (Hoppitt &
Laland, 2013). Emulation occurs when an observer recreates the results of the action, not
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necessarily the action itself, whereas imitation occurs when an observer copies another
individual’s specific actions (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). Imitation is often further
differentiated into contextual imitation, which occurs when an observer learns to use an
established action in a novel context, or production imitation, which occurs when an
observer learns a novel motor pattern (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013).
Imitation is a debated topic within primatology because researchers define
imitation in various ways and definitive studies often require intricate experimental
designs and methodologies. Some authors have successfully provided evidence for
imitation in captive (Whiten, 1998; Myowa-Yamakoshi & Matsuzawa, 2000) and wild
(Hobaiter & Byrne, 2010) chimpanzees, however, there is much more literature providing
evidence for emulation in this species (Whiten, Spiteri, Horner, Bonnie, Lambeth,
Schapiro, et al., 2007; Tennie, Call, & Tomasello, 2010). In “ghost experiments” the
apparatus is manipulated by the researcher so the primate participant only sees the end
product (e.g., a door opens) and not the actions used to achieve it (Whiten, 2012).
Individuals who can emulate should still be able to solve the task in the ghost condition
(Whiten, 2012). However, a more integrative approach is to view chimpanzees not as
emulators or imitators, but as selective social learners who can choose to emulate or
imitate depending on the context and actions involved (Horner & Whiten, 2005; Whiten,
2012).
As more scientists examined imitation in the great apes, the question became
whether monkeys could also imitate (Visalberghi & Fragaszy, 2002). Many of the studies
examining imitation in monkey species have looked at body imitation, where an observer
copies the exact body movements of a demonstrator (Voelkl & Huber, 2007; van de Waal
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& Whiten, 2012). Custance, Whiten, and Fredman (1999) showed that white-faced
capuchins had the capacity to imitate demonstrators when they solved a novel foraging
task but exhibited imitative actions inconsistently in certain contexts. The majority of
these studies have shown inconclusive results and suggest that monkeys do not possess
the ability to fully imitate (Byrne, 1995; Tomasello, 1996; Fragaszy, Visalberghi, &
Fedigan, 2004). Similarly, Hopper et al. (2013) tested social learning mechanisms in
squirrel monkeys (Saimiri boliviensis) using a two-action paradigm apparatus and found
that they did not display imitative or emulative mechanisms; instead, it seemed that they
utilized social facilitation and object movement re-enactment (Hopper, Holmes,
Williams, Brosnan, 2013).
The neural mechanisms behind imitation have been studied intensively since the
discovery of mirror neurons: neurons that fire both when an individual is performing an
action and when that individual sees another individual perform the same action (Iriki,
2006; Lyons, Santos, & Keil, 2006). Di Pellegrino et al. (1992) first reported the presence
of these neurons in the ventral premotor cortex of pig-tailed macaques (Macaca
nemestrina), and further research showed that an interaction between the agent of action
and the object was necessary to fire the neurons, not simply the sight of either alone (Di
Pellegrino, Fadiga, Fogassi, Gallese, & Rizzolatti, 1992; Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi, &
Rizzolatti, 1996). Hands and mouth were the most effective agents, and the most
common actions associated with activating the mirror neurons were grasping,
manipulating, and placing (Gallese et al., 1996). The fact that monkeys possess mirror
neurons suggests that they at least possess the neural circuitry for matching observation
and the execution of motor actions, i.e., imitation (Gallese et al., 1996).
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Social learning strategies.
Social learning mechanisms are not the only processes that require higher
cognitive abilities. To use social learning strategies, an individual must understand its
own abilities, the abilities of others, and the abilities allowed by different environmental
contexts. Different social learning strategies are normally based on a “copy who” or
“copy when” bias (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). These strategies can result in conformity
and context biases within a group. “Copy who” strategies fall into three different
categories: frequency dependent biases, success biases, and kin/age biases (Hoppitt &
Laland, 2013). Frequency dependent biases are based on a “copy the majority” strategy
that usually results in intra-group conformity, although this depends on the number of
demonstrators and the subject’s confidence in his/her own judgment (Hoppitt & Laland,
2013). However, conformity can hinder cultural transmission because personal
innovations may be dropped to adopt the behavior of the group (Luncz & Boesch, 2014).
Conformity can also work in the opposite direction if a novel innovation initiated by a
key individual (high-ranking, older) is more efficient than a previously used behavior
(Whalen & Laland, 2015).
Studies have shown that white-faced and tufted capuchins exhibit conformism in
foraging techniques (Dindo, Whiten, & de Waal, 2009; Perry, 2009). Neighboring
chimpanzee troops at Taï National Park (Côte d'Ivoire) maintain behavioral traditions
although female immigration frequently occurs (Luncz & Boesch, 2014). The immigrant
females likely adopt the native behavior to reduce agonistic interactions with native
females (Luncz & Boesch, 2014). Social conformity is not the only process that can
maintain a tradition; individual habits, learned dispositions to repeat past performances
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can also lead to intragroup similarities. Pesendorfer et al. (2009) found that when
common marmosets were tested on a two-action foraging task, groups showed a
preference for their respective taught actions, but some individuals changed their
preferences away from the group norm (Pesendorfer, Gunhold, Schiel, Huber, & Range,
2009). The researchers determined that although the marmosets initially acquired the skill
by watching conspecifics, they then formed a habit using the method they were initially
successful with, as this increased the reward rate by creating a positive feedback loop for
that behavior (Pesendorfer et al., 2009). Gunhold and colleagues came to similar
conclusions when testing wild common marmosets on a foraging apparatus (Gunhold,
Massen, Schiel, Souto & Bugnyar, 2014).
Success biases can occur directly, when observers copy successful individuals by
monitoring payoffs, or indirectly, when observers identify successful individuals using
performance-based cues and signals (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). When studying success
biases, researchers differentiate prestige hierarchies, based on individual knowledge and
success at tasks, from dominance hierarchies, based on rank (Horner, Proctor, Bonnie,
Whiten, & de Waal, 2010; Gruber et al., 2015). There is evidence that chimpanzees copy
dominant and knowledgeable individuals and that tufted capuchins preferentially choose
demonstrators that are more proficient at nut cracking than they are (Ottoni, de Resende,
& Izar, 2005; Kendal, Hopper, Whiten, Brosnan, Lambeth, Schapiro, et al., 2015). Kin
biases occur more often in natal groups where individuals have a high degree of
relatedness and therefore have more to gain by helping kin (i.e., Hamilton’s rule; Hoppitt
& Laland, 2013). Age biases occur when copying older individuals is advantageous
because of their increased knowledge and experience. Juveniles often copy the behaviors
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of their mothers (and other adults in cooperative breeding species) because of combined
kin and age biases, particularly when the behavior is risky (Cook, Mineka, Wolkenstein,
& Laitsch, 1985; Suzuki, et al., 1995; Humle, et al., 2009; van de Waal, Bshary, &
Whiten, 2014).
“Copy when” strategies include copying when established behavior is
unproductive, when asocial learning is costly, in situations of uncertainty, when prior
information is outdated, and in situations of dissatisfaction (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013).
Copying when established behavior is unproductive is a good strategy when a changing
environment quickly makes information outdated (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). This strategy
is based on the frequency dependent balance of scroungers and producers in the group.
Scrounging is the first/preferred choice, and learning to produce is a last resort only used
when scrounging becomes costly or unprofitable (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). This is
observed in socially tolerant taxa such as capuchins and callitrichines (Callitrichidae).
Juveniles are allowed to scrounge from adults up to a certain age and then are chased
away to force them to become “producers” (Caldwell & Whiten, 2003; Biro et al., 2006;
Humle & Snowdon, 2008; Coelho, Falótico, Izar, Mannu, Resende, Siqueira, et al.,
2015). Copying when prior information is outdated is a similar strategy that overlaps with
copying when established behavior is unproductive because outdated information often
leads to unproductive behavior. Copying when dissatisfied is also similar to the
aforementioned strategies, but the size of the payoff of a current behavior determines
satisfaction linearly. If the individual’s satisfaction deviates from this, he/she copies
another individual (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013).
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Copying when asocial learning is costly is a strategy mostly used when learning a
behavior is risky, such as antipredator or energetically expensive behaviors. This can be
applied to the learned fear of snakes in rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) (Cook et al.,
1985), the learned referential alarm calls of vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus pygerythrus)
(Seyfarth & Cheney, 1986), and the learned ant-dipping behaviors of chimpanzees
(Humle et al., 2009). Copying when uncertain is advantageous in variable environments
where one behavior may be appropriate in one environment, whereas a different behavior
may be appropriate in another (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). It may not be that an
individual’s personal knowledge is unreliable, but rather that the accumulated knowledge
of the group represents a larger source of information with greater reliability (Hoppitt a&
Laland, 2013). For example, brown capuchins increase their foraging in the presence of
conspecifics when food is unfamiliar but not when it is familiar (Visalberghi & Fragaszy,
1995). Vervet monkeys also used this strategy when tested on a reverse experimental
paradigm with preferred and non-preferred foods (van de Waal, Borgeaud, & Whiten,
2013).
Experimental design.
One of the pioneering experimental paradigms used to analyze social learning is
the three-group, two-action design first used by Whiten, Horner, and de Waal (2005). The
authors used a novel foraging apparatus, the “pan-pipes,” where food inside could be
retrieved either by a “lift” or “poke” (Whiten et al., 2005). Three groups of chimpanzees
were used, one for each method and one as a control (Whiten et al., 2005). For the lift and
poke groups, an alpha female was trained to perform the respective method
independently and act as a model, whereas the control groups had no model (Whiten et
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al., 2005). The apparatus was then presented to the larger group, and individuals
preferentially chose the method of the model, even after discovering the alternative
(Whiten et al., 2005). This three-group, two-action methodology revolutionized the study
of culture and social learning in captive primates (Whiten & Mesoudi, 2008). With both
actions performed at the same locus (the door), the model is not simply facilitating
interest in the door, which would indicate stimulus enhancement (Whiten et al., 2005).
Instead, the individuals must re-create the specific novel action they observe the model
perform (Hoppitt & Laland, 2008). By using a two-action paradigm apparatus, one can
effectively exclude simpler social learning mechanisms such as stimulus or local
enhancement (Whiten & Mesoudi, 2008). Distinguishing between each mechanism can
be difficult because not all are mutually exclusive (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). A better
approach is to view behaviors as context- or action-specific and by sensitivity to the
outcome as opposed to classifying them into discrete categories (Hoppitt & Laland,
2013). The two-action apparatus has since been used for studies on various primate
species (Prescott & Buchanan-Smith, 1999; Dindo, Thierry, & Whiten, 2008; van de
Waal, Claidiére, & Whiten, 2015; Gunhold, Range, Huber, & Bugnyar, 2015).
The two-action method can be used in accordance with two main diffusion
designs: transmission chain and open (Hoppitt & Laland, 2008). In transmission chain
studies, a model demonstrates a task-based behavior to a naïve observer who is then
presented with the task. The observer in the first dyad then becomes the model to a
different naïve observer, and so on through a chain of individuals. This design allows
researchers to pinpoint the time and the individual that corruption (a switch in the method
used to solve the task) occurs. However, primates’ high sociality means they are rarely in
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pairs; therefore, the transmission chain design is not generalizable. The open diffusion
design is more natural and more generalizable to wild populations. For an open diffusion
design, an individual (usually alpha) is separated and trained as a model to solve a task on
an apparatus. The apparatus is then introduced to the entire group, and the model
demonstrates the task to other group members. All individuals of the group have access
to the model and the apparatus, which is more ecologically relevant than a transmission
chain design. Sex, rank, age, and relatedness can also be analyzed to determine their
effect on task proficiency and behavior transmission.
Open diffusion experiments have not been used with wild populations because it
is often impossible to isolate one individual long enough to train him/her as a model. One
possible alternative is to use video demonstrations on large screens, which has been used
to teach wild common marmosets two techniques to open a novel foraging apparatus
(Gunhold, Whiten, & Bugnyar, 2014). In this case, more individuals in the experimental
groups manipulated, and were successful with, the apparatus compared to control groups
that were not shown video demonstrations (Gunhold et al., 2014). Virtual stimuli are an
extremely useful approach for field experiments and demonstrate that social information
transmission can occur using a two-dimensional medium. Gunhold et al. (2015) also
tested common marmosets on their two-action paradigm preferences after three years and
found that their preferences did not change, which suggests that marmosets are capable of
maintaining novel foraging techniques.
Species-specific examples of social learning.
Similar to bonobos, gorillas also differ from chimpanzees and orangutans in that
they do not display many cultural traditions. Nettle-feeding is the most observed
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candidate tradition in wild gorillas and is a sequential-action behavior (Byrne, Hobaiter,
& Klailova, 2011; Whalen, Cowndon, & Laland, 2015). Nettle-feeding consists of a fourstep process: gather nettle leaf bundle, remove debris and petioles, wrap bundle in other
leaves, and eat (Whalen et al., 2015). Gorillas most likely acquired each individual
element separately and then connected the actions into a sequence (Whalen et al., 2015).
Differences exist between the nettle processing techniques of wild and captive gorillas,
most likely because of their different diets and nutritional requirements (Masi, 2011). In
wild gorilla populations, inter-site differences in the organization of action elements are
suggested to be the result of social transmission (Byrne et al., 2011). The hierarchical yet
flexible action sequence and bimanual actions of gorilla nettle feeding is one of the most
complex traditions of all great apes (Byrne, 2007).
Multiple scientists have observed vervet monkeys using a novel foraging task in
which some individuals spontaneously innovated novel methods that were then
transmitted preferentially to others who watched those innovators (van de Waal &
Whiten, 2012). The vervets also abandoned personal foraging preferences in favor of
group norms, showing conformity (van de Waal et al., 2013). Infants were more likely to
adopt the foraging methods of their mothers (van de Waal et al., 2013), and immigrants
also conformed to the group’s norm (van de Waal et al., 2013). When one of these study
groups fissioned, both subgroups maintained preference for the original group’s norm,
and this preference lasted multiple years (van de Waal, van Schaik, & Whiten, 2017).
Vervets do not show dominance-based bias in learning but do have a sex bias; females
typically were quicker to pick up novel foraging methods (Botting, Whiten, Grampp, &
van de Waal, 2018).
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Social learning can also be analyzed between species through translocation
studies. Hamadryas baboons (Papio hamadryas) are aggressive and have strict
hierarchies, whereas Anubis baboons have a more egalitarian social structure. When
females from both species were translocated into a group of the other species, they
adopted the novel social system within hours (Sapolsky, 2006a; 2006b). Another
translocation experiment was conducted on rhesus (rigid, despotic hierarchies) and
stump-tailed macaques (Macaca arctoides) (egalitarian, low aggression rates) showing
that rhesus macaques adopted the social style of the stump-tailed society, but stumptailed macaques did not adopt that of the rhesus macaques (Sapolsky, 2006a; 2006b). The
rhesus macaques continued the adopted stump-tailed milieu even when they returned to
all-rhesus troops (Sapolsky, 2006a; 2006b). These translocation studies show that social
styles of affiliation are more readily assimilated than styles of non-affiliation (Sapolsky,
2006a).
A correlation between sociality and culture is observed in many primate species.
Three groups of captive tufted capuchins were tested on an open-diffusion two-action
foraging task: one) only juveniles, two) juveniles and naïve adults, and three) juveniles
and trained adults (Crast, Hardy & Fragaszy, 2010). The number of juveniles who
succeeded increased from one to two and two to three; as adult successes increased,
juvenile successes increased and latency to success decreased (Crast et al., 2010).
Therefore, social context contributed to acquisition of the skill. A similar experimental
design was implemented in common marmosets and produced the same results,
indicating that social context affected the rate of acquisition (Caldwell & Whiten, 2003).
Moscovice and Snowdon (2006) showed that cotton top tamarins paired with
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knowledgeable partners solved a novel foraging task faster and showed lower rates of
neophobia than tamarins paired with naïve partners or no partner. This showed that a
social facilitation effect may have been at play with the tamarins. Prescott and BuchananSmith (1999) compared learning rates in saddle-backed tamarins (Saguinus fuscicollis)
and red-bellied tamarins (S. labiatus) and found that individuals learned faster and had
more successes when they watched not only conspecifics but also congenerics. The
ability for different species to learn from one another suggests that social learning may
reflect genus-specific mechanisms. However, high levels of sociality can also be
inhibitory, as observed in rhesus macaques where subordinate individuals voluntarily
failed to express learning when in the presence of dominant individuals to avoid social
suppression and agonistic behaviors (Drea & Wallen, 1999).
A recent advance in social learning methodology concerns the statistical
techniques used to analyze such data. Network-based diffusion analysis (NBDA), social
network analysis (SNA), and network matrices can be used to quantify the transmission
of cultural traditions (Hoppitt & Laland 2008). Model-fitting approaches represent a
quantitative alternative to the group contrasts method. Models that include genetic
factors, ecological factors, social learning, and asocial learning are compared to observed
data to determine which model best represents that data. For example, van Schaik and
Pradhan (2003) created a model to predict the incidence of acquired specializations based
on three primary variables: probability of innovation (E), capacity for learning (A), and
opportunities for social learning (K). Opportunities for social learning are derived from
the gregariousness and tolerance of a species, with more socially tolerant and gregarious
species modeled to have a higher acquisition of cultural traditions (van Schaik &
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Pradhan, 2003). The authors hypothesized that problem-solving skills were a byproduct
of abilities that evolved to facilitate the social acquisition of complex manipulative skills
(van Schaik & Pradhan, 2003). For more complex traditions, Whalen et al. (2015)
derived a model for the acquisition of the individual elements of action sequences, which
can be applied to sequence traditions such as nettle preparation in gorillas and stone use
in chimpanzees and tufted capuchins. Claidiére et al. (2013) used SNA to show how the
transmission of behaviors used in a two-action paradigm spread depending on network
position, and eigenvector centrality predicted how quickly an individual would first
succeed at the task (Claidiére, Messer, Hoppitt, & Whiten, 2013).
Social learning underlies many complex socio-cognitive properties, such as
culture, but also theory of mind. Numerous studies have tested whether primates have the
ability to interact competitively and/or cooperatively with conspecifics based on what an
individual knows or can infer about group members. The next section provides a brief
overview of prominent literature within primate theory of mind research.
Theory of Mind
Multiple studies have examined “theory of mind” (ToM), the ability to impute
unobservable mental states, such as desires and beliefs, to others (Premack & Woodruff,
1978; Povinelli & Eddy, 1996; Heyes, 1998). ToM is thought to be advantageous to
species that live in large social groups. Understanding the thoughts and desires of others
helps in maintaining social bonds and group cohesion. Possessing a ToM supports the
social intelligence hypothesis, which states that the evolution of large, complex brains
was the result of living in social groups and having to interact and understand
conspecifics. In a remarkable set of studies, researchers tested a chimpanzee’s ability to
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understand what conspecifics can and cannot see by putting a subordinate and dominant
individual in competition with one another over two pieces of food (Hare, Call, Agnetta,
& Tomasello, 2000; Hare, Call, & Tomasello, 2001). When subordinate chimpanzees
could see two pieces, but the dominant could only see one, the subordinate would go
toward the food location that the dominant was naïve to (Hare et al., 2000; Hare et al.,
2001). This shows that chimpanzees know what conspecifics can and cannot see and use
this information to devise food competition strategies (Hare et al., 2000; Hare et al.,
2001; Bräuer, Call, & Tomasello, 2007). Chimpanzees are also able to decipher between
unwilling and unable human demonstrators (Call, Hare, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2004)
and demonstrators who have and do not have certain bits of knowledge (Kaminski, Call,
& Tomasello, 2008). Krupenye et al. (2016) showed that chimpanzees, bonobos, and
orangutans show understanding of false beliefs (Krupenye, Kano, Hirata, Call, &
Tomasello, 2016). Orangutans looked in anticipation of an agent acting on a location
where he falsely believed an object to be, although the apes knew the object was no
longer there. However, critics have stated that the experimental protocols used to test for
ToM are incapable of distinguishing genuine mindreading from simple behavior-reading
(Penn & Povinelli, 2007).
Capuchins were given the same tests, but there was little evidence that they were
sensitive to what other individuals could and could not see (Hare, Addessi, Call,
Tomasello, & Visalberghi, 2003). Macaques were given the choice between silent and
noisy food boxes, and preferentially chose silent boxes when a competitor was around,
showing that they understood what others could and could not hear (Santos, Nissen, &
Ferrugia, 2006). Taken altogether, these results suggest that there seems to be taxon-
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specific ToM abilities, with apes showing increased performance over monkeys.
However, ToM has not been extensively examined outside of the great apes, so future
studies should comparatively examine ToM in multiple primate species using a
standardized protocol to elucidate species-specific differences in ToM.
Another indication of ToM-like thinking is gaze-following, which is looking in
the direction that others are looking (Rosati & Hare, 2009). While apes can follow shifts
in eye position alone, monkeys and lemurs mostly follow shifts in head or body position
(Rosati & Hare, 2009). Apes are also the only taxa to “check back” and modulate their
gestures according to another individual’s attention (Rosati & Hare, 2009). Monkeys may
simply use gaze as a behavioral cue without necessarily taking the visual perspective of
others (Rosati & Hare, 2009). Additionally, Call and Tomasello (2008) claim that while
humans have a belief-desire psychology, chimpanzees may only have a perception-goal
psychology, in that they understand the goals and intentions of others and perceive the
knowledge of others, but not the beliefs or desires of others (Call & Tomasello, 2008). A
cross-taxa comparison of ToM and found that the probability of exhibiting ToMcompatible learning styles was mainly driven by species brain volume rather than by
social group size (Devaine, San-Galli, Trapanese, Bardino, Hano, Saint Jalme, et al.,
2017). This finding challenges the social intelligence hypothesis, and instead supports the
cognitive scaffolding hypothesis: a species’ opportunity to develop ToM is most
determined by its general cognitive capacity, on which ToM is scaffolded.
Lemur Cognition
Lemurs, despite representing the most ancestral primate lineage that radiated into
many possible island niches, now face a dire future, mainly the result of anthropogenic
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forces. Over 100 species of lemur inhabit Madagascar, but fairly little is known about
each species’ ranging patterns, reproduction, social behavior or cognitive abilities.
Lemurs occupy a wide range of ecological and social niches (Kappeler, 2012). Some
species are diurnal, such as some true lemurs (Eulemur spp.) and sifakas (Propithecus
spp.), while others are nocturnal, such as dwarf lemurs (Cheirogaleus spp.). Some species
are solitary, such as mouse lemurs (Microcebus spp.), whereas others live in large groups,
such as ring-tailed lemurs (Lemur catta) (Kappeler, 2012). Diets can be specialized, as is
the case in frugivorous ruffed lemurs (Varecia spp.), bamboo-specialist gentle lemurs
(Hapalemur spp. and Prolemur spp.) and folivorous sportive lemurs (Lepilemur), or more
omnivorous, as is the case for ring-tailed, mouse, and dwarf lemurs (Kappeler, 2012).
Both terrestriality and arboreality are present among the Lemuriformes (Kappeler, 2012).
Lemurs have faster life history traits than other primates, which counters the
“prerequisites” for social learning (Whiten & van Schaik, 2007). Additionally, lemurs
have small brain to body ratios, and therefore are not thought to have high cognitive
abilities (Kappeler, 2012). Despite this, recent studies have shown intriguing preliminary
evidence of social learning and cultural tradition transmission that warrant further
exploration. Lemurs are uniquely situated in the primate phylogeny, and their social
cognitive capacities are integral to understanding the evolution of social learning and
culture throughout the primate order. The following paragraphs are organized by the
cognitive domain examined: social learning, self-control, ToM, evolutionary drivers of
cognition in lemurs, gaze following, inferential/deductive reasoning, spatial memory, and
hand lateralization.
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Social learning.
Allison Jolly (1964) was among the first to study the cognitive capacity of lemurs
when she studied object manipulation in eight different tasks in seven prosimian species.
Based on her results, she claimed that lemurs were socially intelligent, but that they could
not understand unknown, inanimate objects (Jolly, 1966). The first studies of induced
novel behaviors showed an age effect (only juveniles picked up the behavior) (Kappeler,
1987) and rank effect (Anderson, Fornasieri, Ludes, & Roeder, 1992; Gosset & Roeder,
2001). Fornasieri, Anderson, and Roeder (1990) presented a novel foraging task to
individuals of three lemur species and found that while some individuals successfully
solved the task, they had limited comprehension of it. The authors also showed how rank
affected monopolization and success rates in individuals, which is especially pertinent in
despotic lemur species that have strict dominance hierarchies (Fornasieri et al., 1990). A
two-action apparatus has been used previously with wild red-fronted lemurs (Eulemur
rufifrons), where the authors found that half of the lemurs maintained a behavioral
preference for the action demonstrated by the model, whereas the others switched
flexibly (Schnoell & Fichtel, 2012; Schnoell, Dittman, & Fichtel, 2014). Huebner and
Fichtel (2015) expanded on this study with a three-action apparatus where only one
technique was available at a time. Tasks one and two were learned by most individuals,
but task three, which required the inhibition of task two actions, was only learned by a
few lemurs (Huebner & Fichtel, 2015). Nevertheless, the lemurs showed some behavioral
flexibility and innovation (Huebner & Fichtel, 2015).
When ruffed lemurs were presented with a novel foraging puzzle box, the lessrepresented sex (in the group) were more likely to contact and solve the puzzle box
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sooner (i.e., if there were more males in the group, females were more efficient and vice
versa) (Dean, Hoppitt, Laland, & Kendal, 2011). However, the authors found no
conclusive evidence of social learning in this study (Dean et al., 2011). Kendal et al.
(2010) used novel statistical methods (option bias and NBDA) and a two-action paradigm
apparatus to test whether ring-tailed lemurs socially learned and found evidence
consistent with directed social learning of different action-specific methods in subgroups
(Kendal, Custance, Kendal, Vale, Stoinski, & Rakotomalala, et al., 2010). Additionally,
black-and-white ruffed lemurs (Varecia variegata) were tested on a two-action paradigm
apparatus (lift/swing), and the authors found that subjects made their first retrieval using
the technique they observed being demonstrated. There were significant differences
between groups with lift and swing methods; lift groups lifted significantly more while
slide groups slid significantly more (Stoinski, Drayton, & Price, 2011). Social tolerance is
critical for social learning, as it allows demonstrators to be closely observed by naïve
individuals and promotes learning without rank- or sex-based punishment. Red-fronted
lemurs, who have a more egalitarian social structure, show higher social tolerance than
ring-tailed lemurs, who have strict dominance hierarchies (Fichtel, Schnoell, & Kappeler,
2018). Social learning may also be influenced by personality, an equally contentious term
used in animal cognition. Dammhahn and Almeling (2012) studied risk-taking in grey
mouse lemurs (Microcebus murinus) by comparing feeding rates at platforms on the
ground and higher up in trees as well as presenting the lemurs with novel objects. Grey
mouse lemurs were risk-sensitive foragers and showed consistent inter-individual
differences in risk-taking (i.e., some lemurs were bolder than others) (Dammhahn &
Almeling, 2012). Boldness in the novel object test correlated with risk-taking in the
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foraging tasks, suggesting that boldness is an intrinsic personality trait displayed across
different contexts (Dammhahn & Almeling, 2012).
Self-control and inhibition.
Black (Eulemur macaco) and brown (E. fulvus) lemurs were shown to exhibit
self-control in a reverse-reward contingency task where choosing the smaller food array
meant the lemur received the larger food array and vice versa (Genty, Palmier, & Roeder,
2004; Genty, Chung, & Roeder, 2011). They overcame initial tendencies to select the
larger of two food arrays and used a form of self-control to maximize food intake (i.e.,
chose the smaller array so they received a higher reward). Lemurs transferred this selfcontrol ability when the reverse-reward task replaced quantity with quality (Genty et al.,
2004). Lemurs learned to select the less-desired food to receive the more-desired food;
however, strong individual differences were present (Genty & Roeder, 2007). Reddy et
al. (2015) tested five lemur species on an inhibitory task where a “generous”
experimenter had a smaller amount of food and would share the food, and a
“competitive” experimenter had a larger amount but would withhold the food if the lemur
approached (Reddy, MacLean, Sandel, & Hare, 2015). Lemurs made reputation-like
judgments about the human experimenters and were able to show partial self-control and
choose the generous experimenter (Reddy et al., 2015). Notably, there were no species
differences observed despite differences in species’ social structure (small to large) and
ecology (folivore vs. frugivore).
Theory of mind.
Black lemurs (Genty & Roeder, 2006) and brown lemurs (Genty, Foltz, &
Roeder, 2004) were trained to communicate about the location of a hidden reward with a
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competitive experimenter (who would take the food reward) and non-competitive
experimenter (who would give the reward to the lemur). The lemurs changed their
behavior with the competitive experimenter by either refusing to participate, withholding
information, or pointing deceptively (at the unbaited bowl), showing that they understood
the difference between the experimenters and adjusted their behavior accordingly (Genty
et al., 2004; Genty & Roeder, 2006). Ring-tailed lemurs were tested on an informed
forager paradigm in which the lemurs were given the choice to choose a food reward
based on what a human competitor could or could not see and could or could not hear
(Bray, Krupenye, & Hare, 2014). The lemurs were sensitive to whether they could be
seen by a competitor and which rewards could be viewed by the competitor but were not
sensitive to whether the competitor could hear them (Bray et al., 2014). This suggests that
the socio-cognitive abilities of lemurs do not generalize across sensory domains, and they
are likely using a low-level cognitive mechanism such as a response to specific social
cues (and not the mental state of the competitor) (Bray et al., 2014). It should be noted,
however, that lemurs show increased diversity of and reliance on olfactory signals that
many haplorrhine primates lack; regardless, studies on olfactory signals in lemurs are
lacking.
ToM has not been extensively studied in lemurs, but Devaine et al. (2017)
included ring-tailed lemurs in their cross-taxa study of primate ToM and found that
lemurs’ probability of exhibiting ToM were on par with that of some Old World monkeys
(lion-tailed macaques [Macaca silenus], rhesus macaques, and sooty mangabeys
[Cercocebus atys]). Gaze following, the ability to recognize and respond to the orienting
behaviors of others, is considered to be a precursor to complex socio-cognitive properties
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such as social learning and ToM (Shepherd & Platt, 2008; Ruiz, Gómez, Roeder, &
Byrne, 2009). Studies have shown that ring-tailed lemurs, brown lemurs, and black
lemurs orient to and follow the gaze of others and occasionally even use this information
to learn the location of rewards (Shepherd & Platt, 2008; Ruiz et al., 2009).
Evolutionary drivers of cognition.
The “social brain hypothesis,” which states that primates have evolved larger
brains in response to living in complex social groups, does not seem to extend to lemurs.
In a sample of 19 lemur species, group size and pair-bonding did not correlate with
relative brain size; however, activity pattern and diet did correlate with brain size
(MacLean, Barrickman, Johnson, & Wall, 2009). Frugivorous species and cathemeral
species had larger brains than folivorous species and diurnal species, respectively
(MacLean et al., 2009). This differs from studies of haplorrhine primates that show a
positive correlation between social group size and brain size. MacLean et al. (2013)
tested six lemur species on two cognitive tasks: a social task in which the lemurs were
tested on their sensitivity to what human experimenters could and could not see, and a
non-social task that tested inhibitory control (MacLean, Sandel, Bray, Oldenkamp,
Reddy, & Hare, 2013). The authors found that social group size was positively correlated
with performance in the social but not the non-social task. MacLean et al. (2009) and
MacLean et al. (2013) then appear to come to conflicting conclusions in that the former
found that ecological variables were correlated with brain size while the latter found that
social variables were correlated with cognitive abilities. Another study that compared
ring-tailed lemurs to mongoose, black, and red ruffed lemurs found that ring-tailed
lemurs performed best in food competition paradigms (Sandel, Maclean, & Hare, 2011).
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This will likely only be resolved with further studies that directly and empirically test the
relationship between social and ecological factors and cognition.
Gaze following.
Contagious yawning, which has been linked to low-level empathy, was not
observed frequently when ring-tailed lemurs or Verreaux’s sifakas (Propithecus
verreauxi) were shown yawning stimuli (videos), although yawns did occur exclusively
when lemurs watched yawning stimuli compared to other videos (Reddy, Krupenye,
MacLean, & Hare, 2016). Black and brown lemurs do however discriminate between
images of familiar versus unfamiliar conspecific faces (Marechal, Genty, & Roeder,
2010). Observations of spontaneous novel behaviors in lemurs, namely drinking from
tails in captive ring-tailed lemurs, show that they have the ability to innovate and transmit
novel behaviors through a group (Hosey, Jacques, & Pitts, 1997). Wild red-fronted
lemurs also showed some evidence of a candidate cultural tradition when an individual
innovated a spider nest depletion behavior that was transmitted through some of the
group (Schnoell & Fichtel, 2014). The different levels of sociality among species of
lemurs may affect each species’ ability to exhibit social cognition and opportunities for
social learning (Kittler, Schnoell, & Fichtel, 2015). The advancement of network
analyses allows us to examine social networks and the effect they have on learning,
decision-making, and social interactions. Brown lemurs use affiliative mimetism during
collective movements, meaning that an individual’s decision to join a movement depends
on whether preferred social partners join (Jacobs, Sueur, Deneubourg, & Petit, 2011).
Wild, provisioned red-fronted lemur groups occasionally fission into smaller foraging
parties, presumably to minimize feeding competition at feeding platforms, although no
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sex, age, or rank biases were observed in who led these fissions (Pyritz, Fichtel, Huchard,
& Kappeler, 2013).
Inferential and deductive reasoning.
Lemurs have also been tested on their ability to understand numerical ordering
and sequence learning. In an expectancy violation looking time experiment where lemurs
were presented with 1+1 violations (there were three items shown instead of two),
subjects across four lemurs species (L. catta, E. fulvus, E. mongoz, V. rubra) looked
longer at the unexpected outcome (Santos, Barnes, & Mahajan, 2005). This result
suggests that lemurs understand simple arithmetic functions. Ring-tailed lemurs can learn
serial order of 3, 4, and 5-picture lists (Merritt, MacLean, Jaffe, & Brannon, 2007).
Interestingly, lemurs showed similarities to rhesus macaques in accuracy and reaction
time (Merritt et al., 2007). Lemurs also demonstrate some skill at transitive inference (if
A>B and B>C, then A>C). Using a transitive reasoning test, ring-tailed and mongoose
lemurs were trained on an order of images (A>B>C>D>E>F>G, in pairs AB, BC, etc.)
and then tested on novel pairs (AC, CE, DG) (MacLean, Merritt, & Brannon, 2008).
Ring-tailed lemurs had better performance on the non-adjacent pairs that required
transitive inference than mongoose lemurs and showed greater accuracy as the number of
intervening elements increased (MacLean et al., 2008). Transitive inference has also been
tested in brown and black lemurs using conspecifics’ faces as the images in the sequence
(Tromp, Meunier, & Roeder, 2015). Both species consistently selected the higher-ranking
image when shown novel pairs (BD, BE, CE), indicating transitive reasoning ability
(Tromp et al., 2015). When taught an information sequence, ring-tailed lemurs learned
somewhat implicitly; they learned the spatial sequence, but not the identity of each image
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in the sequence (Drucker, Baghdoyan, & Brannon, 2016). When tested on numerical
sensitivity (selecting arrays on a touchscreen with a larger number of dots), mongoose (E.
mongoz), ring-tailed, and blue-eyed black (E. flavifrons) lemurs all consistently selected
the larger array, showing the same sensitivity as macaques tested on the same paradigm
(Jones, Pearson, DeWind, Paulsen, Tenekedjieva, & Brannon, 2014). Black and brown
lemurs were tested with a cup task experiment and made better use of auditory than
visual information to infer the location of a food item (Maille & Roeder, 2012).
Spatial memory.
Rosati et al. (2014) compared ruffed lemurs (Varecia spp.), ring-tailed lemurs,
mongoose lemurs, and Coquerel’s sifakas (Propithecus coquereli) on three spatial
memory studies: recall after a long day, learning mechanisms supporting memory, and
recall of multiple locations in a complex environment (Rosati, Rodriguez, & Hare, 2014).
Ruffed lemurs, the most frugivorous species, showed more robust spatial memory than
the other species, especially sifakas (which are the most folivorous of the study species).
When tested on object permanence, four lemur species (E. mongoz, E. fulvus rufus, L.
catta, H. griseus) excelled at visible object displacement tests but did not perform above
chance on invisible displacements (Deppe, Wright, & Szelistowski, 2009). However,
black-and-white ruffed lemurs failed on both visible and invisible displacements
(Mallavarapu, Perdue, Stoinski, & Maple, 2013).
Hand lateralization.
Whether the population-level handedness that humans exhibit is the result of a
unique coevolution of hemispheric lateralization and complex cognitive processes has led
to extensive theoretical debate. Most previous literature suggests a left-hand bias in some
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lemur species, but this has not been intensely studied in decades (Forsythe & Ward, 1988;
Milliken, Forsythe, & Ward, 1989; Ward, Milliken, Dodson, Stafford, & Wallace, 1990).
McGrew and Marchant (1997) looked at hand laterality across primate taxa and found
that lemurs reached Level 2 (out of five increasingly lateralized levels), meaning that they
show significant but incomplete lateralization on an individual basis but symmetrical
distribution for the population. In other words, individual lemurs show strong
lateralization but across populations and species there are equal numbers of strongly
right-handed and strongly left-handed which results in weak species-level lateralization.
Regaiolli et al. (2016) recently found that ring-tailed lemurs showed consistent bias for
right-hand use in both uni- and bimanual tasks (Regaiolli, Spiezio, & Hopkins, 2016).
However, further studies are necessary to truly elucidate the hand laterality present in
lemur species.
Study Objectives
In this study, I compared social learning in individuals representing seven lemur
species across four genera (Propithecus coquereli, Lemur catta, Varecia variegtata, V.
rubra, Eulemur mongoz, E. coronatus, E. flavifrons) representing different ecological and
social niches. I also examined the effect of age, sex, rank, species, genus and family
group on social learning and task proficiency. Additionally, I assessed whether lemurs
showed hand laterality when solving the two-action paradigm apparatus task.
Objective 1.
To determine if individuals adopt the novel behavior of a knowledgeable model
individual. I predict that individuals in groups with seeded variants will show a
preference for their respective model’s variant compared to the control groups (i.e., a
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group seeded with push in the observational phase will use the push method significantly
more often in the experimental phase and vice versa with the pull method).
Objective 2.
To determine if age, rank, or sex affect social learning. I predict juveniles will
have shorter latencies to touch the apparatus. Previous research has indicated that
juveniles and subadults may be less neophobic and more inquisitive about novel objects
than adults (Biro et al., 2006; Leca et al., 2007; Hoppitt & Laland, 2013; Damerius,
Graber, Willems, & van Schaik, 2017). I predict females will show higher task
proficiency than males, as has been observed in chimpanzees, bonobos, and dolphins
(Gruber et al. 2010). I predict rank will have a large impact on lemurs’ task proficiency
because of most species’ strict, despotic hierarchies. I predict that ring-tailed lemurs and
Coquerel’s sifakas will have lower task proficiencies than the other species tested due to
their more despotic social structures compared to the more egalitarian Varecia and
Eulemur species.
Objective 3.
To determine if social learning leads to increased task proficiency compared to
asocial learning. I predict that individual task proficiency will increase after an individual
observes other lemurs’ successes (is within proximity of the apparatus and individual
who had success), thus providing evidence of social learning.
Objective 4.
To determine if there are inter-species differences in social learning. I predict that
there will be inter-species and inter-genera differences: species with less rigid social
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structures and higher social tolerance (allow scrounging, close observation of others, etc.)
will have higher task proficiencies and shorter latencies to touch the apparatus.
Objective 5.
To determine if lemurs show hand laterality. I predict that lemurs will show a lefthand bias, as has been shown in previous studies (Forsythe & Ward, 1988; Milliken et al.,
1989; Ward et al., 1990; McGrew & Marchant, 1997).
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
Ethics Statement
This study was performed using captive groups of lemurs. It was a non-invasive,
observational study and lemur participation was voluntary. Approval and permission to
conduct this research was granted by the Central Washington University IACUC
committee (protocol #A121601) and the Duke University IACUC committee (protocol
#A053-17-03).
Study Site
This study was conducted at the Duke Lemur Center (DLC) in Durham, North
Carolina from June 5-September 1, 2017. The DLC houses over 250 individuals from 21
lemur species, comprising the largest lemur population outside of Madagascar. Twenty
different family groups were used in this study for a total of 66 lemurs (Appendix-Table
1) across 7 species (E. coronatus, E. flavifrons, E. mongoz, V. rubra, V. variegata, P.
coquereli, L. catta). Groups were either free-ranging, meaning they lived in large, fencedin tracts of forest ranging from 1-14 acres, or indoors, meaning they lived in a series of 24 rooms inside a building (dimensions 3m x 2.3m x 2.2m per room) that were connected
to corresponding outdoor runs (dimensions 3m x 2.3m x 4.3m per run). Some groups
were also “PC” (protected contact), meaning that no one (even staff members) could be
in the same enclosure as the lemurs; lemurs had to be shifted out and then shifted back in
if a staff member needed to enter an area.
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Apparatus
I used a two-action paradigm apparatus similar to those used previously with
other primate species (Prescott & Buchanan-Smith, 1999; Drea, 2006; Dindo et al., 2008;
van de Waal & Whiten, 2012; Gunhold et al., 2015). The apparatus (dimensions
~30x15x20 cm) was a plexi-glass box that had one flap door (a hinge on the left side) that
could be opened two different ways, either push or pull, to retrieve a reward (Figure 1).
The apparatus was baited with a single piece of food placed inside behind the door. The
food item was whole peanuts for P. coquereli (because of their fermentation-based
digestive system) and grapes for all other species (grapes were cut in half so they laid flat
and did not roll). The apparatus was bolted onto a table (dimensions ~76x51x71cm)
because some species tested do not readily come to the ground. The legs of the table were
fastened to the caging with zip ties during trials to prevent the table from flipping.
There were four apparatuses in total. Groups with three individuals were given
three apparatuses and groups with four or more individuals were given all four
apparatuses. Every effort was made to place the apparatuses at least one meter apart to
minimize lemur aggression around them, but the size and shape of some enclosures did
not allow this (however, there was still minimal aggression observed). Data were
collected with a video camera (Nikon Coolpix L110) set up outside the enclosure for
indoor groups and approximately 3 m from the apparatuses for free-ranging groups.
Experimental Timeline and Design
There was an initial habituation phase for all participating groups. During this
habituation phase, unbaited apparatuses were placed inside the enclosure so they could be
visually and physically accessed by the group. The video camera was also placed in its
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appropriate recording position outside of the enclosure (but it was not recording). Each
group had one 10-minute habituation trial.
Experimental groups had a trained model (trained to push in push groups, trained
to pull in pull groups), while control groups did not have a trained model. Control groups
therefore likely would rely more on asocial trial-and-error learning whereas experimental
groups could utilize social learning processes by observing the trained model. Each
species had one control group and 0-2 experimental groups (there was only one E.
coronatus group, which was a control). A random number generator (www.random.org)
was used to randomly select whether the experimental groups within a species were push
or pull groups. The alpha female was the model individual in experimental groups.
Although this did create the potential for her to control access to the apparatuses, I
believed having multiple apparatuses would mitigate this. Using a subordinate individual
as the model was considered, but the threat of a trained subordinate not performing on the
apparatuses due to fear of retaliation from dominant individuals seemed probable.
The timeline differed depending on group type: control groups began
experimental trials directly following habituation, whereas the model individuals from
the push and pull groups began training trials directly following habituation. There was at
least one day in between trials for all groups, although the inter-trial day ranges were
different between the indoor and free-ranging groups. Staff shifted free-ranging groups
into their indoor enclosures twice per week for a “lock-up.” Trials on these groups were
conducted during these lock-ups, whereas trials on the indoor groups were not limited to
specific days.
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During the training phase for the push and pull groups, the model individual was
separated from the rest of the group and given access to one apparatus. The apparatus
door had a stop on it (either on the inside for pull groups or on the outside for push
groups) which allowed the model to open the apparatus door only via the mechanism
assigned to their group. Each training trial lasted ten minutes or as long as it took the
individual to have ten successes (whichever came first). This success threshold existed to
prevent overfeeding and minimize sugar intake for the lemurs. A success was defined as
an individual opening the door and removing the reward. I considered the training phase
over for each model once that individual reached the threshold of twenty-five consecutive
successes (a minimum of three training trials).
I used an open-diffusion design during the experimental trials, in which all
individuals in the group had access to the apparatus and the trained model, if applicable
(Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). Each group had nine experimental trials, which lasted ten
minutes or as long as it took one individual to have ten successes (whichever came first).
During this phase, the apparatus did not have any stops on the door so that an individual
could open it either with a push or a pull. Staff shifted the group out of the testing
enclosure, the apparatuses were secured inside the enclosure, and then the group was
released back in through a shift door. All trials were video-recorded, starting when the
shift door opened. During both the training and experimental trials, when the reward in
all apparatuses had been retrieved, a DLC staff member entered the enclosure and reset
the trial (replaced the food item and closed apparatus door). Every effort was made to
block the lemurs’ view of the apparatus reset.
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PC groups had a slightly altered protocol because staff members could not enter
the enclosures with the lemurs to reset trials after the apparatus rewards were obtained.
Instead, the individuals in these groups were shifted out of the testing enclosure, a staff
member then entered and reset all the apparatuses, and the individuals were then shifted
back in to the testing enclosure. This sequence was repeated until an individual reached
the success threshold or 10 minutes went by (time spent shifting individuals in and out of
the testing enclosure was subtracted from the total trial time).
Data Coding and Analyses
Video from all 246 trials were coded. Coders recorded the age, sex, species,
family group and relative rank of each individual, as well as each individual’s latency to
touch the table, latency to touch the apparatus, latency to first attempt, latency to first
success with the method used, number of attempts, number of successes, which method
was used for each success, the lemurs present who observed each success, and the hand
used to open the door and grab the food item for each success (see Appendix-Table 2).
Rank for each group was assessed qualitatively based on information provided by DLC
technicians who worked with each group on a day-to-day basis. I calculated an
individual’s proficiency rate per method (the number of successes divided by number of
attempts). To calculate inter-observer reliability, an external observer coded 20% of the
trial videos. Our inter-observer reliability (calculated using Cohen’s kappa) was above
80%.
To calculate handedness, I only used the hand used to open the door as a response
variable because many individuals used their mouths to grab the food reward, thus
decreasing the amount of data I could use for that variable. I calculated individual
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handedness indices (HI) using the equation, HI=(RH-LH)/(RH+LH), where +1 is entirely
right-handed, -1 is entirely left-handed, and 0 is ambipreferent.
I analyzed all data in R (R Core Team, 2015). I ran one generalized linear mixed
models (GLMM) using the glmer function in lme4 package for each of the following
response variables: proficiency rate, latency to success, latency to touch the table, latency
to touch the apparatus, watch rate (# of one’s own successes observed by others/total # of
own successes), successes observed, and handedness index for a total of seven models
(See Appendix-Table 3). The random-effects variable was family group, because it
comprised individuals that were nested within groups, which were nested within species.
I used a backwards stepwise regression approach to model selection and used likelihood
ratio test (LRT) values to determine the significance of fixed effects. LRT follows
(though not perfectly) a Chi distribution so the p values given are with regard to this 2
statistic.
I also ran a binomial logistic regression (polr function in MASS package) to
analyze order of acquisition (the order in which individuals had their first overall success)
because it was a categorical variable. The explanatory variables used in these models
differed somewhat and a full list of the variables used in each model is in the Appendix
(Table 3). I also attempted to run GLMMs with a Poisson distribution as well as GLMMs
with a zero-inflation argument, but these did not change the results found. Analyses were
conducted on two datasets: one had data on all variables in each of the nine experimental
trials, and the second was averaged data of the variables for each individual across all
trials.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Learning
Protected contact (PC) groups raised an issue as standardizing the protocols
between PC groups and non-PC groups was not possible. Including this as a randomeffect variable in the GLMM showed that differences in the response variables between
PC and non-PC groups were not significant; therefore the data from these groups were
pooled. Issues also arose in data analysis because of the large number of 0 and “NA”
values in this data set. Therefore, some of the models required used averages across trials
for an individual rather than data from each trial. These results should thus be interpreted
with caution.
Of the 66 lemurs in this study, 49 (74.2%) were successful at opening the
apparatus at least once in an experimental trial. Of the unsuccessful lemurs (n = 17,
25.7%), three were infants still clinging to their mother. Because many of the lemur
species tested have strong female-dominant hierarchies, I conducted an additional trial
with six of the unsuccessful individuals by themselves to mitigate rank issues. Only two
lemurs, Oscar (male E. mongoz, age 2) and Mosi (male E. coronatus, age 6), were
successful during this “alone” trial.
There was a simultaneous decrease across all individuals in latency to touch the
table (trial 1: 47.60 ± 9.91, trial 9: 25.10 ± 6.55; GLMM, 2(8) = 40.99, p < 0.0001; See
Appendix-Table 4, Figure 1), latency to touch the apparatus (trial 1: 81.67 ± 14.79, trial
9: 23.26 ± 4.91; GLMM, 2(8) = 19.16, p = 0.01; See Appendix-Table 5, Figure 2), and
latency to success (trial 1: 219.03 ± 31.09, trial 9: 30.42 ± 6.25; GLMM, 2(8) = 22.45, p
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= 0.004; See Appendix-Table 6) as trial number increased. There was also an increase in
proficiency rate as trial number increased (trial 1: 2.39 ± 0.47, trial 9: 4.74 ± 0.56;
GLMM, p = 0.01; See Appendix-Table 7, Figure 3). The shorter an individual’s latency
to touch the table, the shorter that individual’s latency to touch the apparatus (GLMM,
2(1) = 119.67, p < 0.0001; See Appendix-Figure 4). The shorter an individual’s latency to
touch the apparatus, the shorter that individual’s latency to success (GLMM, 2(1) =
26.26, p < 0.0001; See Appendix-Figure 5). The shorter an individual’s latency to
success, the higher its proficiency rate (GLMM, 2(1) = 4.73, p = 0.03; See AppendixFigure 6).
Group Differences
Group method (push or pull) did not predict the number of successes across all
group types; all groups except for one (Group 4: Maddie’s E. mongoz) converged on push
(all individuals performed push more than pull). At the end of the study, I offered five
experimental groups (Groups 1, 6, 7, 9, 15) who converged on “push” one additional trial
in which the apparatuses were locked on the inside, so that the door could not be pushed
open even if the lemurs tried. During these “pull-only” trials, lemur proficiency rate
(ANOVA, F(1) = 26.74, p < 0.0001; See Appendix-Figure 7) was significantly lower than
in the experimental trials (pull only: 0.32 ± 0.10, experimental: 3.17 ± 0.31). During this
trial, Mosi (Group 1, E. coronatus), who was never successful in the experimental trials,
had one success. The same was true for Dorieus (Group 7, L. catta), who had her first
success during this pull-only trial. Rees (Group 15, V. variegata), who had the lowest
proficiency rate of his group during experimental trials (1.22 ± 0.00), was the most
proficient of his group during the pull-only trial (1.22 ± 0.00).
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The method used on a non-model individual’s first success did not predict the
overall method preference (push/pull) of that individual. The following statistics and
trends exclude model individuals. Fourteen of forty-one lemurs (34%) pulled on their
first success, but as previously stated, all individuals besides Maddie and Mico had an
overall push preference. Within push groups, nine of thirteen individuals (69%) pushed
on their first success. Within pull groups, two of nine individuals (22%) pulled on their
first success. Within control groups, 11 of 19 individuals (58%) pushed on their first
success and 8 of nineteen individuals (42%) pulled on their first success. Therefore, being
in a push group did not mean a lemur was more likely to push on their first success and
vice versa. However, there was a relatively even split between first success method in
control groups.
Latency to touch the table was higher in control groups (37.20 ± 4.71) than in
either push (21.68 ± 3.31) or pull groups (25.66 ± 3.89), though not significantly (see
Appendix-Figure 8). Latency to touch the apparatus was significantly higher in control
groups than in either push or pull groups (control: 43.27 ± 5.11, push: 36.27 ± 7.76, pull:
25.32 ± 3.52; GLMM, 2(2) = 6.76, p = 0.03; See Appendix-Figure 9). Individuals in the
“push” condition had the lowest proficiency rate across group types (push: 2.75 ± 0.54,
pull: 3.47 ± 0.75, control: 3.31 ± 0.41), but this was not significant (GLMM, p = 0.95). In
control and pull groups, the second lemur in order of acquisition of the skill had the
highest proficiency rate, while in push groups the first lemur in order of acquisition had
the highest proficiency rate.
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Species Differences
There were species differences in latency to touch the apparatus (GLMM, 2(6) =
26.53, p = 0.0001; See Appendix-Figure 10) and latency to touch the table (GLMM, 2(6)
= 14.35, p = 0.03; See Appendix-Figure 11). L. catta and P. coquereli had the longest
latency to touch the table (L. catta: 29.40 ± 4.22, P. coquereli: 28.25 ± 4.19) and latency
to touch the apparatus (L. catta: 47.43 ± 8.17, P. coquereli: 32.21 ± 4.82), while E.
flavifrons had the shortest latency to touch the table (26.89 ± 8.25) and latency to touch
the apparatus (22.42 ± 6.86). No other species pairwise comparisons were significant.
There were significant species differences in proficiency rate (GLMM, 2(6) = 18.86, p =
0.004; See Appendix-Figure 12). E. flavifrons (4.86 ± 0.62) and E. coronatus (5.80 ±
0.93) had significantly higher proficiency rates than E. mongoz (2.78 ± 0.42). V. rubra
(6.20 ± 0.47) had significantly higher proficiency rates than V. variegata (3.54 ± 0.53), E.
mongoz (2.78 ± 0.42), L. catta (3.17 ± 0.34), and P. coquereli (3.66 ± 0.39). In other
words, V. rubra had the highest proficiency rate of all species while E. mongoz had the
lowest. E. coronatus outperformed the other Eulemur species, V. rubra outperformed V.
variegata, and P. coquereli performed better than expected (based on observational
anecdotes from a pilot study).
There were species differences in the number of successes observed (GLMM,
2(6) = 21.18, p = 0.002; See Appendix-Table 8, Figure 13). E. coronatus (4.43 ± 0.46)
and V. rubra (2.56 ± 0.21) individuals observed significantly more group member’s
successes per trial than L. catta (1.47 ± 0.14) and P. coquereli (1.17 ± 0.12), which may
have contributed to their own high species’ proficiency rates. There were also species
differences in watch rate (GLMM, 2(6) = 21.43, p = 0.002; See Appendix-Table 9, Figure
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14). Watch rates were significantly higher in E. coronatus (0.68 ± 0.07) than E. flavifrons
(0.33 ± 0.04), E. mongoz (0.44 ± 0.06), P. coquereli (0.18 ± 0.02), and V. rubra (0.41 ±
0.04). Watch rates were higher in E. mongoz (0.44 ± 0.06), V. rubra (0.41 ± 0.04), and V.
variegata (0.54 ± 0.09) than P. coquereli (0.18 ± 0.02), and higher in V. variegata (0.54 ±
0.09) than L. catta (0.32 ± 0.06).
Social Learning
There was a positive correlation between the total number of times an individual
watched others’ successes and that individual’s proficiency rate (GLMM, 2(1) = 3.95, p =
0.047; See Appendix-Figure 15). There was a positive correlation between an
individual’s proficiency rate and his/her watch rate (how frequently his/her successes
were observed by others) (GLMM, 2(1) = 20.115, p < 0.0001; See Appendix-Figure 16),
thus indicating that lemurs preferentially observed the successes of individuals who were
efficient at the task.
Age and Rank Effects
An age effect was observed, with younger individuals observing other’s successes
significantly more across all groups (GLMM, 2(1) = 10.43, p = 0.001; See AppendixFigure 17). While the top-ranked individual in each group was most likely to be the first
in order (which was unsurprising given that the alpha was typically the model in
experimental groups), what was surprising was that the lowest ranked individual was the
next most likely to be the first in order of acquisition (order in which individuals had their
first overall success) (GLMM, 2(3) = 26.40, p = 0.008; See Appendix-Figure 18). The
trend was reversed when analyzing control groups only: the majority of individuals to
have the first overall success were low-ranking (order: low=1.5 ± 0.34, mid=2.43 ± 0.30,
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high=2.00 ± 0.38; See Appendix-Figure 19). High-ranking individuals in control groups
were much more likely to be the second to acquire a success. There was a positive
correlation between age and order of acquisition, indicating that younger individuals took
longer to have their first success (GLMM, 2(1) = 11.76, p = 0.008; See Appendix-Figure
20).
Handedness
The mean handedness across all individuals was 0.03 ± 0.68. The HI and binomial
tests showed significant hand preferences at the individual level (63% of lemurs had an
HI between 0.5 and 1.0 or between -0.5 and -1.0; See Appendix-Table 10). The hand an
individual used on his/her first success significantly predicted the hand preference that
individual developed through all trials (GLMM, 2(1) = 15.95, p < 0.0001; See AppendixFigure 21). There was no significant relationship between HI and sex, age, family group,
species, or genus (See Appendix-Figure 22). There was no difference in the strength of
HI between lemurs who used one hand for both actions (open door and retrieve food) and
lemurs who used a different hand for each action. There was also no significant
relationship between an individual’s HI and the hand preference of the demonstrator that
individual observed (GLMM, p = 0.17). Many lemurs used their mouths rather than their
hands to open the door and retrieve the food reward. The species with the highest mouth
usage were V. rubra (11.86 ± 3.44) and P. coquereli (8.83 ± 6.52) (opening door), and V.
rubra (41.14 ± 11.90) and V. variegata (37.67 ± 14.71) (grabbing food) (See AppendixFigure 23). The species with the lowest mouth usage was L. catta for both opening the
door (4.73 ± 3.78) and grabbing the food (10.64 ± 4.98). Mouth usage (for both opening
door and grabbing food) was significantly positively correlated with proficiency rate in
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that lemurs who used their mouths more had higher proficiency rates (GLMM, 2(1) =
5.65, p = 0.017; See Appendix-Figure 24). There were non-significant species differences
in bimanual (using a different hand to open door and grab food) and unimanual (using
same hand to open door and grab food) use as well, with V. rubra and Eulemur spp.
showing the highest bimanual use (See Appendix-Figure 25).
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Learning
There was evidence of learning across lemur species in this study as all four
latencies decreased, and proficiency rate increased, over the nine trials. There was a
positive correlation between an individual’s latency to success and proficiency rate,
indicating that the sooner a lemur succeeded, the better his/her proficiency rate. This
makes intuitive sense because the faster a lemur figured how to succeed, the more trials it
then had to fine-tune its approach and therefore increase its proficiency rate. There was
evidence of two different social learning mechanisms at work: social facilitation, and
some form of observational learning. Social facilitation occurs when the presence of a
demonstrator affects observer behavior, and response facilitation occurs when a
demonstrator performing an act resulting in a reward increases the probability of the
observer performing the act (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). Group members in experimental
groups that had a trained model had shorter latencies to touch the table and to touch the
apparatus than group members in control groups that lacked a trained model. This
indicates that simply having a trained model who was familiar with and proficient at the
apparatus reduced neophobia in other group members, leading to their lowered latency to
touch the apparatus. It appears that both occurred in this study; these mechanisms have
also been documented in two-action paradigm and novel object studies with squirrel
monkeys (Hopper et al., 2013), tufted capuchins (Addessi & Visalberghi, 2001; Dindo et
al., 2009), and cottontop tamarins (Moscovice & Snowdon, 2006).
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Lemurs who observed more of their group members’ successes had higher
proficiency rates, suggesting that some sort of observational learning occurred.
Observational R-S learning occurs when a demonstrator exposes the observer to the
relationship between a response and a reinforcement (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). The
trained models exposed the relationship between opening the door and retrieving the food
reward in this study. This adds to a large body of observational learning evidence in
multiple animal species (Pallaud, 1984; Huffman & Quiatt, 1986; Tomasello, DavisDasilva, Camak, & Bard, 1987; Cook & Mineka, 1989; Robert, 1990; Douglas Greer,
Dudek-Singer, & Gautreaux, 2006; Torriero, Oliveri, Koch, Caltagirone, & Petrosini,
2007; Fredman & Whiten, 2008; Rapaport & Brown, 2008; Price, Lambeth, Schapiro, &
Whiten, 2009; Dindo, Stoinski, & Whiten, 2010; Byrne et al., 2011; Zentall, 2012;
Schuppli, Meulman, Forss, Aprilinayati, van Noordwijk, & van Schaik, 2016). Moreover,
there was a positive correlation between watch rate and proficiency rate, indicating that
more proficient lemurs were observed more by group members. This result indicates that
lemurs can distinguish between the success rates of their groupmates and preferentially
observed the successes of the more proficient individuals. A success bias occurs when
observers identify successful individuals using cues and monitoring payoffs and then
copy those successful individuals. Success biases are observed in chimpanzees (Horner et
al., 2010; Gruber et al., 2010; Kendal et al., 2015), tufted capuchins (Ottoni et al., 2005),
and white-faced capuchins (Barrett, McElreath, & Perry, 2017). It appears that the lemurs
also used a success bias to maximize their intake of good information. There also
appeared to be an age effect on the number of successes observed, with younger
individuals observing more successes per trial than older individuals. Age biases have
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also been found in other primate species, typically in the form of offspring preferentially
watching their mothers (Cook et al., 1985; Suzuki et al., 1995; Humle et al., 2009; van de
Waal et al., 2014).
Previous studies using two-action paradigm apparatuses with lemurs have led to
mixed results. Some results showed limited knowledge of the task and some behavioral
flexibility (Schoell & Fichtel 2012; Schoell et al., 2014; Huebner & Fichtel, 2015), others
have found no evidence of social learning (Dean et al., 2011), yet others have found
evidence of social learning (Kendal et al., 2010; Stoinski et al., 2011). These conflicting
studies were conducted on different lemur species and in different contexts (some wild,
some captive groups), so it is difficult to directly compare their results. By comparing
seven lemur species across four genera using a standardized experiment, this study allows
for a cross-taxa comparison of learning. My results align with Stoinski et al. (2011),
Schnoell and Fichtel (2012), and Huebner and Fichtel (2015) in that there was evidence
of social learning, but not necessarily the complex social learning mechanisms we
observe in apes and humans, such as imitation or emulation. This study adds to the body
of evidence that lemurs do have the cognitive ability and ecological necessity to socially
learn.
Cross-Species Differences
There were significant species and genus differences with regard to proficiency
rate, latency to success, latency to touch table, latency to touch apparatus, and latency to
touch/latency to success time difference. E. flavifrons and E. coronatus outperformed E.
mongoz, and Varecia outperformed other genera largely due to V. rubra’s proficiency. L.
catta was actually the least proficient in these variables, despite previous studies
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indicating that this species is more cognitively complex than other lemur species. Many
studies have only examined L. catta because they are ubiquitous in captivity where
experimental cognitive tests can be performed, and in the wild they live in large, complex
groups. I believe that this has resulted in sampling bias, with ring-tailed lemurs
dominating studies of lemur cognition without appropriately comparing them to other
species. This study, which does just that, showed that L. catta did not perform as well as
other species on this two-action paradigm apparatus. There were also species-specific
differences in observation rates, with E. coronatus and V. rubra having higher
observation rates than most other species. This may be due to the more rigid hierarchies
of L. catta and P. coquereli, where the social tolerance allowing for close observation is
not as high. Eulemur species are generally more egalitarian with regard to social
structure, although there are slight interspecies differences. Varecia live in fluid societies
with strong fission-fusion dynamics and communal breeding, which may necessitate
strong observational skills as individuals subgroup and communally rear young.
Species-specific differences likely reflect different socioecological niches that
these species occupy. The seven species in this study range in social structure from a
mated pair with offspring to large families and fission-fusion dynamics. They also range
in diet from frugivory to omnivory to folivory. These varying socioecological factors
affect the evolution of morphology, dexterity, neural pathways, and cognitive complexity.
When discussing cognition, there is a tendency to debate whether an animal has the
cognitive ability to perform a behavior or the evolutionary need to perform it. For
example, do bonobos not habitually termite fish because they have access to other food
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sources and do not need to exploit termites or because they do not have the cognitive
ability to learn and transmit the behavior?
Coquerel’s sifakas are primarily folivorous meaning that little food processing is
necessary during their foraging (Richard, 1977; McGoogan, 2011). They also live in
small family groups of a mated pair with their offspring. They did not perform well in
this study, but this again may be because this task was not ecologically relevant, i.e.,
sifakas did not need evolve the complex manipulative foraging behaviors that were
required in this study. Conversely, ruffed lemurs (Varecia spp.) are highly frugivorous
and live in social groups with high fission-fusion dynamics (Baden et al., 2016; Vasey,
2006). They performed well in this study, likely because they use manipulative foraging,
must remember spatial information about patchy food sources, and live in fluid societies
that subgroup frequently. Therefore, this task was ecologically relevant, i.e., ruffed
lemurs evolved the spatial and social cognitive abilities that made them highly proficient
on this task. Decasien et al. (2017) and Maclean et al. (2009) showed that diet, not
sociality, predicted primate brain size: frugivorous primates had larger brains than
folivorous primates, suggesting that frugivory may have led to the evolution of complex
cognition. This study provides within-taxa evidence of this in lemurs, with the most
frugivorous species performing the highest and the most folivorous species performing
lower. The exception here is L. catta, which has an omnivorous diet and a social structure
comprised of large matrilineal family groups that can number up to 40 individuals.
Therefore, they should have developed some social learning abilities through living in
these large, complex groups, but that was not demonstrated in this study. It may be that
although L. catta live in large groups, group size may not be indicative of social network
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complexity. These groups have strict female-controlled dominance hierarchies, where
social tolerance is low and dyadic interactions are mostly kin-based (Gould, 1996;
Nakamichi & Koyama, 1997). Eulemur species are also omnivorous, but typically live in
small family groups; crowned lemurs performed the best of the three Eulemur species in
this study. The large inter-specific, intra-generic differences highlight that making genuswide generalizations is not appropriate; even different species within the same genus
show differences in neophobia, learning, and handedness. These species differences also
conjure the debate between the social intelligence hypothesis, which posits that complex
cognition evolved as a result of group-living, and the ecological intelligence hypothesis,
which posits that complex cognition evolved as a result of diet and foraging adaptations.
That social group size is correlated with frontal lobe volume across primate
species does not, however, account for social network complexity (Dunbar, 1992). There
is evidence that group size does not predict brain size in primates generally (Dunbar &
Shulz, 2007; DeCasien et al., 2017) and lemurs specifically (MacLean et al., 2009). Some
studies have also tested what factors predict cognitive performance to provide evidence
for one of the intelligence hypotheses. ToM compatibility was driven by a species’ brain
volume rather than by group size (Devaine et al., 2017), and group size was positively
correlated with performance in a social cognitive task (MacLean et al., 2013). This study
provides evidence that lends support to the ecological intelligence hypothesis rather than
the social intelligence hypothesis. However, it is myopic to treat these hypotheses as
mutually exclusive. Social and ecological factors could have co-evolved with one another
and with certain cognitive traits. Many complex cognitive abilities, whether they are in
the social or physical realm, rely on similar neural pathways and underlying mechanisms;
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these domain-general foundational elements could have easily then been co-opted and
refined for domain-specific abilities.
Because of the strong female dominance in these lemur species, rank and sex
almost perfectly correlated. Although there were no sex differences, there were some
indirect rank effects as evidenced by the “alone” trials. Two males (Oscar and Mosi)
never had successes in the experimental trials but performed well when separated from
their group. Many of the individuals (except infants) who never had success in the
experimental trials were chased frequently by the dominant female; even males who had
successes were often chased away and seemed wary and vigilant before approaching
apparatuses. Surprisingly, males and females did not differ in successes per trial or in the
overall total number of successes.
Rank and order of acquisition had an interesting relationship because in control
groups, the first to acquire the behavior (a success) was the lowest ranked individual and
in experimental groups, after the model, the lowest ranked individual was the next likely
to acquire the behavior. Lower-ranking individuals typically are the last to have access to
food, mates, and other resources. Because of this, it is in a low-ranking individual’s best
interest to innovate new methods to obtain these resources, learn to exploit different food
sources, etc. It has been suggested that subordinate individuals have higher innovation
rates than dominant individuals because of this logic (Reader & Laland, 2001; Casanova,
Mondragon-Ceballos & Lee, 2008; Watson, Reamer, Mareno, Vale, Harrison, Lambeth,
et al., 2017; Botting et al., 2018). In this study, subordinate individuals were likely
motivated to learn quickly how to obtain the food item so that they could exploit it before
dominant individuals acquired the behavior. The four latencies were not significantly
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different between different rank levels, but subordinate individuals had a slightly lower
time difference between latency to touch table and latency to success. Subordinate
individuals also had a lower number of total attempts than dominant individuals, perhaps
because they had less time at the apparatuses before dominant individuals chased them
away. Rank effects were also noted in previous studies of lemur cognition (Kappeler,
1987; Fornasieri, Anderson, & Roeder, 1990; Anderson et al., 1992; Kendal et al., 2010).
That subordinate individuals had similar proficiency rates to dominant individuals
despite these rank effects may indicate that they employ different strategies. Anecdotally,
some low-ranking individuals would wait until the second half of the trial to approach the
apparatus and begin manipulating it, perhaps to wait until the initial excitement of the
trial was over and the dominant individuals had already had some successes. In the
future, testing the vigilance behaviors of subordinate individuals around novel objects
and foraging apparatuses could help determine whether they attend to a dominant
individual’s attentional state to determine when the dominant individual’s gaze is averted
and when they should subsequently attempt to manipulate the object. Studies have shown
that lemurs follow the gaze of conspecifics (Shepherd & Platt, 2008; Ruiz et al., 2009)
and can tell what conspecifics can and cannot see (Bray et al., 2014), therefore
subordinate individuals may use this information in “sneak attacks.”
There was also an age effect on task proficiency; younger individuals had shorter
latencies to touch the table and touch the apparatus, showing increased neophobia with
increased age. This phenomenon of younger individuals with low neophobia and high
curiosity has been found in other primates as well (Kappeler, 1987; Biro et al., 2006;
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Leca et al., 2007; Humle & Snowdon, 2008; Hoppitt & Laland, 2013; Damerius et al.,
2017).
Handedness
The previous studies suggesting a left-hand bias for lemurs examined handedness
during familiar, repetitive actions such as foraging. The absence of trends in this study
suggest that hand lateralization in lemurs may not extend to more cognitively complex
actions such as the ones required for this apparatus. Lemurs in this study followed a
“continue-with-the-hand-that-was-successful-first” heuristic, which appears to account
for the difference between strong individual hand preference and weak group or species
hand preferences. Similar results were also found by McGrew and Marchant (1997). The
likely fifty-percent chance that an individual happened to first succeed with one hand
over the other was perpetuated as the lemurs persisted with that hand. Regaiolli et al.
(2016) found that ring-tailed lemurs showed stronger lateralization with bimanual tasks
than with unimanual tasks. The study apparatus allowed for unimanual or bimanual
action. The majority of lemurs used the same hand to open the door and retrieve the
reward (unimanual lemurs), whereas only a few used different hands for each action
(bimanual lemurs); bimanual lemurs were not significantly more lateralized in this study.
. While it was not a significant relationship, it is worth nothing that the species with the
most bimanual use were the same species with the highest proficiency rates (Eulemur
spp. & V. rubra). The lack of correlation between demonstrator and observer individuals
provides evidence against imitation, in which an individual would copy the exact
movements of a demonstrator.
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Ward et al. (1990) found that a left-hand bias was stronger for male lemurs and
young lemurs, but my study showed no effect between age or sex and hand laterality. The
species-specific differences in hand lateralization shown in previous studies may also be
due to the ecological and social niche of the species. Species in this study are classified as
frugivores, folivores, and omnivores, and have social structures ranging from small
family groups to large multi-family troops. These factors have influenced the evolution of
manual dexterity, cognitive abilities, and food processing, which in turn influence hand
lateralization of a species. Further studies should integrate variables that account for these
ecological and social factors with lateralization measures.
The strong positive correlation between the number of successes in which the
mouth was used and an individual’s proficiency rate is surprising but may have resulted
because the lemur’s face inevitably became very close to the door and might have given
them better visual access or viewpoints than lemurs who kept their heads further away
and used their hands.
Paradigm
The apparatus design was the primary issue with this study’s methodology. The
two actions used, push and pull, varied in degree of difficulty with push being easier than
pull. It was easier for lemurs to accidentally push the door open, and once they did this
once, they continued to for the rest of their successes. This happened with pull models as
well, though Pandora, a red-ruffed lemur pull model, did not participate at all in
experimental trials, even after extended training. Pandora had her three rambunctious,
young offspring in her group, and although she had been previously trained, she appeared
to have no interest in competing with her offspring during experimental trials. Using a
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lift-slide apparatus (as in Kendal et al., 2010) would have mitigated these issues as these
actions are more similar in difficulty and cannot be easily performed by accident.
However, Stoinski et al. (2011) used a lift-swing apparatus and found that there was still
a preference for the ‘lift’ method, with some ‘swing’ groups actually lifting more.
Designing an apparatus that employs two actions of the same difficulty is challenging but
necessary to fully elucidate the social learning mechanisms operating in lemurs and in
primates more generally.
Despite being not significant, the highest push rates were in push groups and the
highest pull groups were in pull groups. It is also worth noting that 14 of 41 non-model
individuals (34%) used the pull method on their first success. This suggests that pulling
may have been the lemurs’ initial response to the apparatus, but once they discovered the
easier push method, they switched to that. There is also something to be said for the fact
that lemur groups across all the species tested in this study were able to figure out the
easier method and conform to it. Individuals in the push groups had the lowest
proficiency rates across group types and individuals in the pull groups had the highest
proficiency rates, although this was a non-significant relationship (See Appendix-Figure
26). This seems counterintuitive considering that push was the easier method. When
comparing proficiency, rank, and order of acquisition, I found that in control and pull
groups ‘2’ had a higher proficiency rate than ‘1’, whereas in push groups ‘2’ had a lower
proficiency rate than ‘1’. In control and pull groups ‘4’ had a higher proficiency rate than
‘3’, and in push groups ‘4’ had a lower proficiency rate than ‘3’.
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Anecdotal Observations
There were a number of anecdotal observations worth noting. There were a
number of incidences in which mothers allowed their infants or juveniles to scrounge
from them (i.e. the mother would open the door and then allow the infant/juvenile to grab
the food item). Halley (V. variegata), Pyxis (V. rubra), and West (E. flavifrons) allowed
this, and all had infants 6 months and younger. Maddie, a mongoose lemur, once held the
door in place by keeping hold of the door handle while her son, Mico, repeatedly
attempted to push open the door. After Mico stopped and moved on, Maddie then pulled
the door open. This may be because Mico was at the weaning age, and Maddie was no
longer willing to let him scrounge. This behavior was also observed with Rodelinda (P.
coquereli) and her weaning-age-daughter, Eleanor. Similar evidence has also been found
in other primate species (Caldwell & Whiten, 2003; Biro et al., 2006; Humle & Snowdon,
2008; Coelho et al., 2015).
One of the potential reasons the sifakas performed poorly with this apparatus was
because initially they could not distinguish that a clear box was surrounding the food.
They tried to put their heads through the top until they felt the plexiglass and realized
there was a barrier. They consistently tried to go through side of the apparatus that did
not have the door. Additionally, many of the sifakas and some of the other lemurs did not
initially associate the door opening with being able to reach the food item; they would
open the door, stare at the food, and then leave. This response shows that the association
between the action and the result was not inherently obvious to some individuals. Many
of the ruffed lemurs had successes while perched on top of the apparatus. Astro, Halley,
Bode, and Buzz (Varecia spp.) would consistently perch on top and open the door while
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their head was upside down. This likely reflects the high-canopy arboreal niche ruffed
lemurs occupy, as they are used to reaching down to grab fruit off of branches. Compared
to other species, the ruffed lemurs used their mouths more so than their hands for
successes, and the Varecia individuals who had upside-down successes also had
“normal” successes. These mechanistic and postural differences indicate behavioral
flexibility. Notably, these were all relatively young lemurs (all age 4 or under).
Future Directions
Including lemurs in cross-taxa comparisons of primate cognition is critical for
creating a complete view of the evolution of complex behaviors and cognitive abilities
throughout the Primates. Further studies on lemur socio-cognitive abilities using recent
methodological advances are necessary to truly elucidate the parameters of lemur
cognition. The proverbial “pyramid of intelligence” is not useful or appropriate to study
cognition across the animal kingdom. Future studies should comparatively examine the
convergent evolution of certain cognitive abilities across species with different
socioecological niches to elucidate what drives these evolutionary processes. There are
over 100 lemur species, and yet only a few have been extensively studied in the wild or in
captivity. Specifically, the behavior and cognition of many sportive lemurs, indri, dwarf
lemurs, bamboo lemurs, and woolly lemurs are barely, if at all, known. As many of these
species are nocturnal, the advent of new methodologies (camera traps, night vision
technology) may assist in furthering their study.
Lemurs should also be tested on a battery of cognitive tests that include spatial
memory, decision-making, deductive reasoning, culture, ToM, tool use, and cooperation.
Social learning likely underlies a majority of these cognitive abilities, so by studying
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social learning processes in a species, we are effectively studying the building blocks of
their cognitive capacity. Much of the literature on lemur cognition consists of only a few
studies for each of these different cognitive abilities (with mixed results), so although it
may seem that altogether lemur cognition has been studied, we really have barely
scratched the surface. Additionally, the consolidation and clarification of definitions
within primatology will help move the field of cognitive and cultural primatology
forward and in standardizing operational definitions within different experimental
procedures. Lemurs represent a critical phylogenetic lineage in that they are the lineage
that “bridges” the rest of the mammals and primates. Therefore, understanding their
cognitive abilities is essential to further elucidate the evolution of these abilities through
the primate order. By studying lemur cognition, we can address the origins of human
complex cognition.
Animal personality is an exciting new and emerging field the also needs to be
studied more extensively within primates. Much of the previous literature on intraindividual behavioral variation consists of novel object/environment trials as a proxy for
boldness, which is also what this study explored with regard to the four latencies.
However, boldness is not the only personality axis in existence, and future studies should
incorporate measures of social connectedness, affiliation, and agonsim as well as
boldness to provide a comprehensive view of an individual’s personality. If social
flexibility and behavioral variation exists on a species and group level, it should not be
shocking to find it also at the individual level. Incorporating social network analysis
within learning experiments can also shed light as to how information transfer occurs
within a group. A recent study found that ring-tailed lemurs who were more
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knowledgeable with regard to a foraging apparatus became more central in the group
(Kulahci, Ghazanfar, & Rubenstein, 2018).
The integration of different scientific fields within primatology such as behavior,
cognition, endocrinology/hormone analysis, health, neuroscience, genetics, and
development are also necessary to provide a complete picture of the different factors and
pathways affecting behavior and cognition. This integrative approach can answer
questions such as: What are the genetics behind social behavior, what hormones
modulate it, how does sociality affect health, what are the neural pathways and brain
areas responsible for complex social cognitive abilities, and how does social behavior
develop in offspring?
Future studies should also explore the possibility of experiments in the wild, such
as foraging puzzle boxes where partial provisioning is appropriate, or playback
experiments to examine cognitive abilities in wild lemurs and primates more generally.
Comparing the results of cognitive tests performed with wild and captive primates can
then determine whether differences are the result of captivity biases, rearing histories, etc.
There should be more efficient integration of these behavioral and cognitive results into
captive care and conservation protocols. Knowledge of foraging patterns, social structure,
and behavioral flexibility/adaptation are integral in the effective management of protected
areas and the proper protocols for captive care housing, integration, and enrichment. The
collaboration of policy makers, scientists, captive facilities, and local communities, while
challenging, will allow for these advances.
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Conclusions
This was the first study to comparatively examine social learning and hand
laterality across different lemur species using a standardized experimental protocol.
Strong individual hand laterality but weak species-level lateralization was observed in
lemurs across seven species at the DLC. Evidence was found for social learning as well
as species differences in task proficiency. Varecia performed the best, and surprisingly,
L. catta performed the worst. The more an individual watched another’s successes, the
better that individual’s proficiency rate became. Additionally, the lemurs whose
successes were watched the most had higher proficiency rates, showing that lemurs could
determine who was task-proficient and preferentially watched those individuals. This
study adds to a growing body of literature that will help explain the evolution of social
learning and hand lateralization through the order Primates.
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APPENDIX
Table 1
Demographic Data for Study Population (* indicates no successes in experimental trials)
Name
Species
Group
Sex
Age (years) Group Type
Mosi*
E. coronatus
1
Male
6
Indoor
Seshat
E. coronatus
1
Female
6
Indoor
Seshen
E. coronatus
1
Female
1
Indoor
Kek
E. coronatus
1
Male
0.5
Indoor
Ma’at*
E. coronatus
1
Male
Infant
Indoor
Hiddleston
E. flavifrons
2
Male
3
Free-range
Wiig
E. flavifrons
2
Female
2
Free-range
Murphy
E. flavifrons
2
Male
0.5
Free-range
McKinnon* E. flavifrons
2
Female
Infant
Free-range
West
E. flavifrons
3
Female
5
Indoor, PC
Quinn*
E. flavifrons
3
Male
15
Indoor, PC
Lincoln
E. flavifrons
3
Male
1
Indoor, PC
Poehler
E. flavifrons
3
Female
Infant
Indoor, PC
Maddie
E. mongoz
4
Female
10
Indoor
Mico
E. mongoz
4
Male
2
Indoor
Iggy*
E. mongoz
4
Male
1
Indoor
Carolina
E. mongoz
5
Female
6
Free-range
Duggan
E. mongoz
5
Male
8
Free-range
Oscar*
E. mongoz
5
Male
2
Free-range
Bonita
E. mongoz
5
Female
1
Free-range
Nacho*
E. mongoz
5
Male
Infant
Free-range
Sprite
L. catta
6
Female
16
Free-range
Stewart
L. catta
6
Male
5
Free-range
Jones*
L. catta
6
Male
5
Free-range
Lulu
L. catta
6
Female
3
Free-range
Dorieus*
L. catta
7
Female
16
Indoor
Justine*
L. catta
7
Female
11
Indoor
Hibernia
L. catta
7
Female
7
Indoor
Onyx
L. catta
7
Male
3
Indoor
Randy
L. catta
8
Male
10
Free-range
PJ
L. catta
8
Female
1
Free-range
Thea*
L. catta
8
Female
1
Free-range
Narcissa
L. catta
8
Female
1
Free-range
Gretl
L. catta
9
Female
4
Free-range
Liesl*
L. catta
9
Female
8
Free-range
Aracus
L. catta
9
Male
25
Free-range
Shroeder
L. catta
9
Female
24
Free-range
Hedwig
L. catta
9
Male
1
Free-range
Griselda
L. catta
9
Female
1
Free-range
Gisela
P. coquereli
10
Female
5
Free-range
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Rupert*
Hostilian
Furia*
Drusilla
Julian
Aemilia
Calpurnia
Rodelinda

P. coquereli
P. coquereli
P. coquereli
P. coquereli
P. coquereli
P. coquereli
P. coquereli
P. coquereli

10
10
10
11
11
11
11
12

Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female

7
1
0.5
23
23
2
1
9

Marcus

P. coquereli

12

Male

12

Eleanor*

P. coquereli

12

Female

2

Wenceslaus* P. coquereli

12

Male

1

Pyxis
Borealis
Bode
Buzz
Pandora
Comet*
Kalani
Sally
Arche
Kizzy
AJ
Rees
Halley
Cosmo
Astro

13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
16
16
16

Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male

21
28
1
Infant
5
32
0.5
0.5
1
11
3
3
3
0.5
0.5

V. rubra
V. rubra
V. rubra
V. rubra
V. rubra
V. rubra
V. rubra
V. rubra
V. rubra
V. variegata
V. variegata
V. variegata
V. variegata
V. variegata
V. variegata

Free-range
Free-range
Free-range
Free-range
Free-range
Free-range
Free-range
Free-range,
PC
Free-range,
PC
Free-range,
PC
Free-range,
PC
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor, PC
Indoor, PC
Indoor, PC

Table 2
Variables Coded for in Videos
Each Trial
Learning
Individual
Latency to touch table

Handedness
Hand to open door

Calculated
Proficiency rate

Age

Hand to grab food

Watch rate

Sex

Latency to touch
apparatus
Latency to attempt

Hand on attempt

Rank

Latency to success

Hand used on first
success

Handedness
index
Order of
acquisition

Group size

Number of attempts
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Species

Number of successes

Genus

Method used for
success
Number successes
observed

Group type (push,
pull, control)
Trial number

Group type (indoor,
PC, free-range)

Number of own
successes watched by
others
Demonstrator method

Table 3
Variables Included in Each Model
Model
Dependent Variables Included
GLMM #1:
Age, Species (6 levels), Rank (3 levels: low/mid/high), Sex (2
Proficiency Rate
levels: male/female), Group Type (3 levels: push, pull,
control), Trial Number (9 levels: 1-9), Family group (16
levels: 1-16 as random effect), Group Size (3-6), Group
Housing (3 levels: free-ranging, indoor, PC)

GLMM #2: Latency
to touch table

GLMM #3: Latency
to touch apparatus

GLMM #4: Latency
to success

Latency to success, Number of successes observed
Age, Species (6 levels), Rank (3 levels: low/mid/high), Sex (2
levels: male/female), Group Type (3 levels: push, pull,
control), Trial Number (9 levels: 1-9), Family group (16
levels: 1-16 as random effect), Group Size (3-6), Group
Housing (3 levels: free-ranging, indoor, PC)
Age, Species (6 levels), Rank (3 levels: low/mid/high), Sex (2
levels: male/female), Group Type (3 levels: push, pull,
control), Trial Number (9 levels: 1-9), Family group (16
levels: 1-16 as random effect), Group Size (3-6), Group
Housing (3 levels: free-ranging, indoor, PC)
Latency to touch table
Age, Species (6 levels), Rank (3 levels: low/mid/high), Sex (2
levels: male/female), Group Type (3 levels: push, pull,
control), Trial Number (9 levels: 1-9), Family group (16
levels: 1-16 as random effect), Group Size (3-6), Group
Housing (3 levels: free-ranging, indoor, PC)

Latency to touch apparatus
GLMM #5: Number
Age, Species (6 levels), Rank (3 levels: low/mid/high), Sex (2
of successes observed levels: male/female), Group Type (3 levels: push, pull,
control), Trial Number (9 levels: 1-9), Family group (16
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levels: 1-16 as random effect), Group Size (3-6), Group
Housing (3 levels: free-ranging, indoor, PC)
Proficiency rate, Latency to success
Age, Species (6 levels), Rank (3 levels: low/mid/high), Sex (2
levels: male/female), Group Type (3 levels: push, pull,
control), Trial Number (9 levels: 1-9), Family group (16
levels: 1-16 as random effect), Group Size (3-6), Group
Housing (3 levels: free-ranging, indoor, PC)

GLMM #6: Watch
Rate

Logistic Regression:
Order of Acquisition

GLMM #7:
Handedness Index

Proficiency rate
Age, Species (6 levels), Rank (3 levels: low/mid/high), Sex (2
levels: male/female), Group Type (3 levels: push, pull,
control), Family group (16 levels: 1-16 as random effect),
Group Size (3-6), Group Housing (3 levels: free-ranging,
indoor, PC)
Latency to touch table
Age, Species (6 levels), Rank (3 levels: low/mid/high), Sex (2
levels: male/female), Group Type (3 levels: push, pull,
control), Family group (16 levels: 1-16 as random effect),
Group Size (3-6), Group Housing (3 levels: free-ranging,
indoor, PC)
Proficiency rate, latency to success, demonstrator HI, hand
used in first success, uni/bi-manual use

Table 4
Latency to Touch Table Descriptive Statistics (Mean ± SE)
1
2
3
4
5
6
E.
mongoz

33.57
±
5.10
E.
21.00
coronat ±
us
3.54
E.
69.57
flavifron ±
s
17.97
L. catta 43.00
±
10.37
P.
70.50
coquere ±
li
19.52

17.00
±
3.06
35.75
±
1.93
59.25
±
37.85
67.50
±
21.97
37.86
±
10.49

NA

8.67±
1.43

18.25
±
4.07
10.67
±
2.33
36.54
±
8.46
30.29
±
8.15

9.75±
2.69
42.33
±
38.15
43.56
±
13.17
98.20
±
56.80

Overa
ll
8.40± 34.00 24.20 7.83± 20.40 19.17
2.23 ±
±
3.26 ±
± 3.03
14.85 15.07
9.21
10.00 9.25± 6.50± 14.50 11.50 15.64
±
3.33 3.20 ±
±
± 1.87
0.00
4.19 4.56
33.67 34.83 8.71± 1.67± 1.00± 34.57
±
±
4.34 0.67 0.00 ± 9.00
20.50 29.65
42.60 36.70 33.31 30.29 30.62 38.99
±
±
±
±
±
± 4.17
11.61 16.47 15.99 6.57 12.58
43.91 62.67 22.80 34.30 25.60 46.95
±
±
±
±
±
± 8.49
17.21 27.80 4.63 12.39 8.94
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7

8

9

V. rubra

V.
variegat
a
Combin
ed

73.88
±
47.66
10.33
±
3.29
48.22
±
8.21

26.12
±
10.44
4.67±
1.12

79.75
±
32.94
36.50
±
21.19
36.83 35.91
±
±
6.84 6.06

9.88± 7.86± 19.71
5.34 3.56 ±
13.46
7.00± 14.33 12.83
2.74 ±
±
5.95 5.47
39.46 29.50 31.16
±
±
±
12.30 5.85 7.31

45.86
±
32.10
3.50±
0.89

38.71
± 6.49

11.0
0±
4.04

1.00
±
0.00

9.00
±
1.61

11.00
± 2.92

E.
coronat
us
E.
flavifro
ns

21.00
± 3.54

20.0
0±
4.02
12.3
3±
1.45

10.2
5±
3.15
4.20
±
1.32

3.25±
2.25

L. catta

124.1
8±
27.83
71.12
±
19.49

58.7
7±
13.2
4
31.8
6±
8.10

51.3
8±
13.8
0
99.6
0±
56.7
9
10.6
2±
5.20

105.7
7±
43.21

P.
coquere
li

40.2
5±
4.44
61.2
5±
37.2
5
68.6
7±
28.9
9
49.1
4±
12.6
2
38.6
2±
17.7
7
6.33
±
1.89

7.00
±
2.74
37.8
6±
12.5
5

71.29
±
18.04

V. rubra 85.00
±
47.38
V.
16.33
variegat ± 5.75
a
Combin
ed

75.65
±
11.98

39.1
0±
7.39

65.8
0±
29.1
5
40.0
0±
22.2
5
40.9
2±
6.87

31.29
±
17.80
3.80±
1.32

36.34
± 8.18
10.18
± 2.23

23.84 25.83 23.60 32.77
±
±
±
± 2.54
6.41 4.61 5.36

Table 5
Latency to Touch Apparatus Descriptive Statistics (Mean ± SE)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
E.
mongoz

49.38
±
19.99
5.33±
1.43

8

9

Over
all
19.54
± 3.05

24.2
0±
15.0
7
7.75
±
4.44
9.25
±
4.32

10.0
0±
5.34
15.7
5±
4.82
1.67
±
0.67

24.8
0±
10.6
3
11.5
±
4.56
1.00
±
0.00

71.7
7±
27.3
2
27.6
0±
5.50

35.2
7±
6.61

26.7
7±
6.20

66.88
± 8.33

49.52
± 8.64

46.2
9±
32.1
4
4.17
±
1.17

38.8
0±
13.1
3
49.5
0±
20.0
9
6.67
±
1.91

29.8
9±
9.84
36.4
3±
18.9
3
6.60
±
3.93

39.57
± 8.33

23.50
±
10.38

39.0
0±
12.8
6
9.25
±
3.33
34.8
3±
29.6
5
39.0
0±
18.2
3
65.5
6±
30.4
0
19.7
1±
13.4
6
14.5
0±
6.89

42.71
±
13.08

34.8
4±
8.51

33.6
6±
8.56

28.4
8±
4.82

24.4
5±
4.30

40.48
± 3.23

34.33
±
21.14

30.70
±
11.88
8.00±
3.55
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15.44
± 2.09
29.85
± 7.49

13.27
± 2.71

Table 6
Latency to Success Descriptive Statistics (Mean ± SE)
1
2
3
4
5
6
E.
mongoz

7

8

9

27.00 45.2
± 8.85 0±
23.6
1
23.00 32.6
±
7±
12.66 19.2
2
98.67 20.2
±
5±
35.41 11.6
3
129.8 59.5
9±
0±
63.35 18.4
5
52.88 25.8
±
3±
17.80 5.83

21.5
0±
10.4
1
13.6
7±
7.22

18.7
5±
10.7
7
27.0
0±
10.0
2
2.00
±
0.00

27.7
5±
15.7
9
12.6
7±
2.60
3.00
±
0.00

52.42
±
12.37

8.67
±
3.80

50.0
9±
17.1
4
36.1
2±
12.3
6
16.3
3±
4.92

104.3
6±
13.58

29.17
±
14.59

59.4
4±
24.6
4
49.7
1±
17.1
3
32.5
0±
17.8
8
22.3
3±
6.85

13.6
0±
8.36

35.39
± 7.39

37.0
8±
7.76

30.4
2±
6.25

67.20
± 5.54

275.8
±
104.8
5
48.00
± 0.00

115.8
3±
40.56

44.00 25.0
± 7.21 0±
8.15

89.00
±
44.00

175.6
7±
97.84

E.
flavifro
ns

163.7
5±
46.34

62.25
±
39.21

49.20
±
18.23

L. catta

309.8
0±
45.43

126.0
0±
36.59

84.11
±
23.38

P.
208.8
coquere 0±
li
91.35

119.4
0±
77.62

29.25
±
11.40

V.
rubra

218.3
3±
82.57

37.57
±
18.53

36.67
±
15.74

77.2
2±
21.0
2
80.0
0±
41.9
2
21.5
7±
8.64

V.
variega
ta

33.25
±
15.82

72.75
±
47.55

80.67
±
46.82

12.7
5±
5.41

38.00
±
23.77

Combin 219.0
ed
6±
30.19

90.14
±
16.68

67.91
±
13.02

45.4
1±
9.97

63.66
±
16.77

E.
coronat
us

47.5
7±
27.0
6
11.5
0±
2.60

28.7
1±
12.1
9
45.6
0±
25.6
8
40.5
5±
7.19

Table 7
Proficiency Rate Descriptive Statistics (Mean ± SE)
1
2
3
4
5
6
E.
mongoz

0.71
±
0.19
E.
12.0
coronatus 0
±0.0

1.82
±
0.77
1.64
±
0.64

3.5±
2.75
5.69
±
5.16

4.23
±
1.61
5.11
±
2.00

2.3±
0.88
5.58
±
3.23
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2.07
±
0.80
7.22
±
2.78

11.2
5±
6.69
52.2
2±
27.2
7
30.3
3±
9.41

25.3
3±
12.6
2
27.0
5±
7.21

7

8

9

4.17
±
2.10
5.11
±
2.21

3.41
±
0.96
5.17
±
1.59

3.25
±
1.31
5.83
±
2.68

Over
all
72.24
±
18.56
50.96
±
15.53

66.34
±
13.43
46.75
±
11.94

Overal
l
2.72±
0.41
5.6±
0.92

E.
flavifrons
L. catta

P.
coquereli
V. rubra

V.
variegata
Combine
d

0
1.36
±
0.42
1.36
±
0.42
1.81
±
0.81
3.00
±
0.55
3.03
±
1.45
2.33
±
0.46

2.02
±
0.27
2.02
±
0.27
1.98
±
0.61
4.86
±
1.28
2.04
±
0.99
3.33
±
0.50

3.13
±
1.05
3.13
±
1.05
2.44
±
1.06
6.11
±
1.34
4.24
±
2.38
3.72
±
0.63

9.00
±
2.12
9.00
±
2.12
1.78
±
0.50
6.40
±
2.11
2.19
±
0.73
4.03
±
0.60

3.38
±
1.61
3.38
±
1.61
2.40
±
0.60
6.38
±
1.68
4.00
±
1.73
3.62
±
0.51

4.11
±
1.67
4.11
±
1.67
6.22
±
1.39
5.80
±
1.70
4.84
±
2.52
4.41
±
0.58

7.12
±
0.66
7.12
±
0.66
7.12
±
1.11
6.50
±
0.97
4.33
±
1.54
5.10
±
0.50

Table 8
Successes Observed/Trial Descriptive Statistics (Mean ± SE)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
E.
mongoz
E.
coronatu
s
E.
flavifrons
L. catta

P.
coquereli
V. rubra

V.
variegata
Combine

2.50
±
0.87
3.33
±
1.86
1.60
±
0.40
1.57
±
0.30
1.00
±
0.00
2.50
±
0.76
1.50
±
0.50
2.03

4.20
±
0.73
6.33
±
0.88
1.00
±
0.00
1.33
±
0.21
1.33
±
0.33
2.20
±
0.49
2.00
±
0.00
2.54

2.67
±
0.33
4.33
±
0.88
4.25
±
1.25
1.00
±
0.00
1.00
±
0.00
3.00
±
0.73
2.50
±
0.50
2.87

3.50
±
0.96
2.50
±
0.87
3.00
±
0.63
1.00
±
0.00
1.25
±
0.25
3.20
±
1.28
1.00
±
0.00
2.36

2.25
±
0.25
4.67
±
0.88
1.00
±
0.00
1.25
±
0.25
NA

2.29
±
0.61
2.50
±
1.50
2.26
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3.25
±
0.63
6.67
±
0.33
2.50
±
0.65
1.20
±
0.20
1.00
±
0.00
2.17
±
0.65
3.00
±
0.91
2.66

1.00
±
0.00
6.00
±
1.00
1.40
±
0.24
2.00
±
0.63
1.83
±
0.83
2.57
±
0.30
2.00
±
0.45
2.34

7.50
±
2.50
7.50
±
2.50
5.17
±
0.89
8.17
±
1.11
2.95
±
1.31
5.13
±
0.59

5.88
±
2.12
5.88
±
2.12
3.56
±
1.19
8.33
±
1.15
3.90
±
1.79
4.74
±
0.56

8

9

1.20
±
0.20
4.50
±
0.50
5.00
±
0.00
1.33
±
0.33
1.00
±
0.00
2.57
±
0.43
2.40
±
1.17
2.11

2.67
±
1.20
2.00
±
0.58
2.00
±
0.58
1.60
±
0.40
1.50
±
0.50
2.67
±
0.56
1.80
±
0.80
2.03

4.63±
0.60
4.63±
0.60
3.60±
0.38
6.20±
0.47
3.54±
0.53
4.07±
0.19

Overal
l
2.73±
0.27
4.32±
0.41
2.21±
0.27
1.40±
0.11
1.31±
0.19
2.56±
0.21
2.14±
0.29
2.34±

d

±
0.29

±
0.37

±
0.38

±
0.34

±
0.32

Table 9
Other Descriptive Statistics (Mean ± SE)
Species
Watch Rate
Percent Pull
E. mongoz
0.44± 0.06
0.27± 0.12
E. coronatus
0.68± 0.07
0.06± 0.06
E. flavifrons
0.33± 0.04
0.18± 0.16
L. catta
0.32± 0.06
0.11± 0.06
P. coquereli
0.18± 0.02
0.17± 0.07
V. rubra
0.41± 0.04
0.01± 0.00
V. variegata
0.54± 0.09
0.06± 0.02
Combined
0.40± 0.02
0.12± 0.03

±
0.36

±
0.31

±
0.31

Percent Push
0.73± 0.12
0.94± 0.06
0.82± 0.16
0.90± 0.06
0.83± 0.07
0.99± 0.01
0.94± 0.02
0.88± 0.03

±
0.24

0.11

Success per Trial
6.59± 1.33
7.15± 4.15
5.79± 1.35
4.84± 0.92
6.53± 0.87
6.02± 0.98
4.48± 1.48
5.65± 0.45

Table 10
Handedness Index Descriptive Statistics (Mean ± SE)
*Scale ranges from -1.000 to 1.000 where -1 is completely left lateralized and 1 is
completely right lateralized.
Species
HI-opening door
HI-grabbing food
E. mongoz
0.163
0.374
E. coronatus
0.073
0.097
E. flavifrons
0.305
0.313
L. catta
-0.179
-0.52
P. coquereli
0.316
0.322
V. rubra
0.047
-0.656
V. variegata
-0.111
-0.003
Combined
0.088
0.056
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Figure 1. Decrease in latency to touch table over time. Stars indicate significant
difference from trial number 1.

Figure 2. Decrease in latency to touch apparatus over time. Stars indicate significantly
different latencies from trial number 1.
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Figure 3. Increase in proficiency rate through trial numbers across all individuals. Stars
indicate significant difference from trial number 1.

Figure 4. Shorter latency to touch table positively correlated with shorter latency to touch
apparatus (significant)
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Figure 5. Shorter latency to touch apparatus positively correlated with shorter latency to
success (significant)

Figure 6. Shorter latency to success correlates with higher proficiency rate across all
individuals (significant)
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Figure 7. Significantly lower proficiency rates were observed in the pull-only trial
compared to experimental trials

Figure 8. Longer latency to touch table in control groups than in push or pull groups (not
significant)
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Figure 9. Significantly longer latency to touch apparatus in control than in push or pull
groups

Figure 10. Species differences in latency to touch apparatus; E. flavifrons had
significantly lower latency than L. catta and P. coquereli
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Figure 11. Species differences in latency to touch table. E. flavifrons had significantly
shorter latency than L. catta and P. coquereli.

Figure 12. Species differences in proficiency rate. V. rubra and E. coronatus are
significantly higher than E. mongoz, L. catta, P. coquereli, and V. variegata.
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Figure 13. Species differences in number of successes observed. E. coronatus, E.
mongoz, and V. rubra individuals watched significantly more successes than L. catta
and P. coquereli

Figure 14. Species differences in watch rate. E. coronatus, E. flavifrons, E. mongoz, and
V. rubra had significantly higher watch rates than V. variegata, P. coquereli, and L.
catta.
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Figure 15. The more successes an individual observed, the better its own proficiency was
(significant)

Figure 16. The most watched individuals had the highest proficiency rates (significant)
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Figure 17. Age negatively correlated with number of successes observed. Younger
individuals watched significantly more successes than older individuals

Figure 18. In push and pull groups, order of acquisition significantly correlated with rank
(significant)
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Figure 19. In control groups, low-ranking individuals were more likely to be the first in
order of acquisition (not significant

Figure 20. Younger individuals took longer to have their first success (significant)
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Figure 21. The hand a lemur used in its first success significantly predicted the hand
lateralization through all trials

Figure 22. Species differences in handedness index (not significant)
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Figure 23. Species differences in number of successes in which the mouth was used

Figure 24. Number of times mouth was used to open the door was significantly positively
correlated with an individual’s proficiency rate.
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Figure 25. Species differences in bimanual (different hand used to open door and grab
food) and unimanual (same hand used to open door and grab food) usage

Figure 26. Higher proficiency rate in pull groups than in control or push groups (not
significant)
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Order
Figure 27. Those who were first in order of acquisition were watched more (not
significant)

Figure 28. More successes observed in push and pull groups than control groups (not
significant)
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